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Editors note: CAPRICCIO was the last opera 
completed by Strauss. Composed In 1941, with 
libretto by Clemens Krauss, it was produced 
at The Munich Opera on October 28, 1942, 
with Krauss conducting. The first American 
performances were given in April 1954 by The 
Juilllard Opera Theater, In an English version 
by Maria Massey. 

To set the stage for Strauss' own preface 
to the work, which THE JUIUIARD REVIEW 
makes available in English for the first time, 
we present a note by Frederic Cohen and 
Frederic Waldman, Director and Associate Dl· 
rector, respectively, of The Juilliard Opera 
Theater. 

THE JUilliARD REVIEW wishes to thank 
Boosey and Hawkes Inc., American represen· 
tatlves of the copyright owner, for permission 
to publish the translation of Strauss' Preface. 
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Richard Strauss' Preface to "Capriccio" 

"Do you really think that CAPRICCIO . . . could be followed by 
something better o1· at least something equally good? Isn't this 
D-flat major the best ending for my dramatic lifework? One should 
leave behind only one last will and testament." 

From a letter of Richard Strauss to Clemens Krauss (1941): 

More than once, the act of theatrical creation has become the subject 
of dramatic works written to advance an esthetic argument, to satir
ize one dramatic form o1· another, to criticize the bad habits of per
formers and producers, to give the public sensational glimpses of 
backstage life, or to probe earnestly into the mysteries of artistic 
inspiration. There are Shakespeare's rehearsal scenes, Goethe's "Pre
lude on the Stage" to Faust, Pirandello's Six Characters in Search of 
an Author; there are Wagner's Meistersinger, Pfitzner's Palestrina 
and Hindemith's Mathis der Maler, to name only a few. 

The Venetian theater an.d the Italian opera buffa of the eighteenth 
century have produced a great many satires on the theater in general 
and on opera in particular. Goldoni's £'impresario delle Smirne, 
Mozart's Der Schauspieldirektor and Bertati-Gazzaniga's Don Gio
vani version may serve as examples. Even in our century this in
fluence is strongly felt in Strauss-Hofmannsthal's Ariadne auf Naxos. 
Again an eighteenth century opera text by Giovanni Battista Casti 
(1721-1803), Prima la mus-ica e poi le parole, provided the fi.rst im
pulse for Richard Strauss' last dramatic work. 

Here, within the elegant structure of an eighteenth-century plot, a 
capriciously inconclusive discussion of opera esthetics takes place. 
All the eighteenth-century elements of satire, criticism, and even 
backstage atmosphere are present, but they are permeated by a warm 
belief in the creative and re-creative genius of the artist, the artisan, 
the listener and the patron of art whenever all these can be united 
to unselfish purpose by the spell of inspired artistry. 

Frederic Cohen and Frederic Waldman 
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Preface to the Score of "Capriccio" 

MOITO: "Der Arie ihr Recht! 
Auf die Saenger nimm Ruecksicht! 
Nicht zu laut das Orchester . . . " 

LaRoche in "Capriccio" 

By observing the above caution, the average opera conductor 
feels he has discharged his duty toward those who by virtue of their 
profession must employ to best effect-that is, as audibly as possible 
- the human voice against a relentless time-beater and his orchestra 
which comfortably puddles along in mezzoforte. "Tonight we heard 
the singers very well, and now and then we could even understand the 
text . . ." ; this kind of praise always makes the ruling Genera~ 
musikdirektor particularly proud. And justly so: After all, he has 
made a pretty good step towards a fairly tolerable opera perform
ance if he has struck the right balance between the stage and the 
"symphonic accompaniment." The audience-not only those seated 
in the boxes and the parquet, but also those in the upper balcony
has a right to expect such balance. To accomplish this is indeed not 
easy for the conductor who is trying to divine the correct tempo, 
surrounded by 34 to 36 string players whom he constantly feels 
obliged to hush, while actually the real murder of singers is com
mitted by the wind instruments who are seated further away from 
him. 

This theoretical comedy of mine received its first impetus from a 
now forgotten opera libretto by the Abbe de Casti ("Prima le parole, 
dopo la musica"), but its patron saint was Gluck, the great reformer 
of opera, whose preface to "Alceste" for a century determined the 
development of a style for musico-dramatic composition; to this I 
should like to add a little epilogue of my own, based on fifty years of 

Copyright 1942 by Richard Strauss 
Used by permission of Boosey & Hawkes, 
sole agents for the United States 
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experience as a conductor and pointing towards a reform of the style 
for operatic performance. To my honored colleagues of the baton 
who, I am grateful to say, take the trouble of studying my opera 
scores seriously, this bit of advice should be especially helpful with 
"Capriccio.'' 

Taking for granted that conductors, coaches and singers every
where are laudably conscientious in studying the musical side of 
opera, and considering the particular importance of the spoken word 
in this work, the following suggestion should be of profi·t : that, prior 
to musical rehearsals, the stage director should hold several thorough
going reading rehearsals (with libretto only) in which special care 
is devoted to the clear enunciation of consonants (for example: 
think -k; thing -g). Such a rehearsal might well be repeated before 
the final stage rehearsals, perhaps two or three days before the dress 
rehearsal, without music. 

As for the orchestra, the importance of thorough sectional re
hearsals for strings, woodwinds and brasses is, of course, self-evident 
today! However, it might well be suggested that the rehearsals for 
full orchestra be carried out so accurately that detailed study becomes 
unnecessary for individual instruments or orchestra sections by the 
time the singers join the rehearsals . . 

For this is the moment when my next suggestion becomes effec
tive: that, after a few ensemble rehearsals, the conductor entrust his 
baton to a colleague thoroughly familiar with the work, and that, for 
several rehearsals, he (the conductor) judge the overall sound from 
a number of different locations in the house. He will thus gain a 
better impression of the whole than he could possibly get from his 
place in the pit, no matter how great his skill or how fine his ear. 
Before I approach the final step on the scale of rehearsals for my 
opera, let me digress a bit further: 

There is no doubt that an orchestra accompanying homophoni
cally is the singer's favorite companion on his way to the heart of an 
audience and to exultant calls of Bis. This kind of orchestration 
can be found in the early and middle period of Verdi's operas; al
ready that great master handled it with extraordinary delicacy and 
inventiveness. 

The secco recitative (interrupted only by string and harpsichord 
chords) is the most primitive art form by means of which a some
what involved comedy plot can be presented fairly distinctly. 
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Preface to the Score of "Capriccio" 

As soon as even a single voice in the orchestra runs counter to 
the human voice on stage, disaster sets in! With Mozart, arias, duets 
and quartets are no longer purely lyrical outpourings of sentiments 
during which the action stops completely; they (not to mention his 
brilliant finales) are chock-full of dramatic life fuTthering the action. 
Already in "Figaro" and "1Cosi fan tutte" there are counterpoints 
in the orchestra where the singet·s, rapidly reciting in swift tempo 
and contending against sustained woodwinds, high brasses and florid 
string passages, find it difficult to project their worqs as far as the 
second balcony. · 

The ideal relation between voice and orchestra exists in the 
works of Richard Wagner. The contents of his profound and elevating 
works are presented in verses wrought of the purest gold of the Ger
man language. These are recited with the utmost delicacy of feeling 
for word origins and grouped into deeply expt·essive song phrases. 
Their masterly arrangemtmt into recitatives alternating with canti
lenas makes for the most beautiful balance of melody between stage 
and pit. And they are supported QY an orchestra whi.ch explains and 
excites with a plastic use of motives free of all superfluous polyphony. 
These works display a sound judgment of the distance between. stage 
and audience such as can be found before this only in Schiller's 
dramatic poems. 

Realizing clearly that the perfection of Wagner's Gesamtkunst
werk is a unique marvel, I, as a seriously striving artist, nevertheless 
ask permission to point out some peculiarities of style in my own 
dramatic work. These peculiarities, when overlooked, can bring much 
confusion to the performance of the work and create misunderstand
ings for which the author would not like to accept sole responsi-
bility. . f 

I know full well that my orchestra, whlch often plays in the 
upper positions and registers, can present greater difficulties tO the 
human voice than does the dark velvet carpet of Wagner's string sec
tion, that even one flute, playing independently above the soprano can 
impair the understanding of the text. I know full well that it is a 
hard task for the conductor to achieve clarity in the heavy ramifica
tions of my polyphony on the one hand, and discretion in accompany
ing the singers on the other hand. This only emphasizes the need 
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Richard Strauss 

to take extreme pains in controlling the relation between voice and 
orchestra in the manner I have suggested I 

I lrnow cases where a solo violin (as in the Mozart aria, 
"Daphne,'' Scene I) can hardly hold its own against a singer who 
gives too much "tone," while, conversely, a soprano voice moving in 
the middle register can be completely blotted out by somewhat higher 
strings or woodwinds, even in pianissimo. How often must the con
ductor, as well as the singer, create the needed balance from one bar 
to the next by suddenly emphasizing or subduing one or the other 
element if the musical picture which the composer had in mind is to 
emerge, i.e., if the leading voice in the orchestra as distributed 
through the various sections and instruments is to blend with the
matic parts of the singing voice into a well-rounded melody. In this 
sense it is particularly important to pay special attention to every 
espress-ivo in the orchestral parts. 

Seventy years ago, when "Walkuere" was being rehearsed in Mu
nich, my old piano teacher, the harpist Tombo, asked Richard Wagner 
what he should do about the harp part of the "Feuerzauber" ; it was 
unplayable! Wagner answered : "I am no harpist. You see what I 
want, don't you? It is up to you to arrange the part so that it sounds 
the way I have imagined it." This applies more or less to every opera 
performance. Theaters vary in size and acoustics ; the voices vary in 
quality and strength; the orchestras vary in their component sec
tions (almost everywhere the string section is too weak) : Felix 
Mottl, who for years in Karlsruhe had asked to have the number of 
fust violins increased from ten to twelve, once said to me sadly: 
"After all, up to ten fu·st violins it's just chamber music!" 

"In the score it is written exactly as I want it played." The job of 
producing a libretto and score true to the author's intention presents 
such a great and varied task to the conductor and stage director that 
a completely successful presentation can never be sufficiently treas
ured by audience and critics. 

Faithful interpretation of music and words, and sympathetic 
improvisation are "brother and sister like word and tone I" 

Vienna, April 1942. 
English translation by Maria Massey 
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Richard Strauss in Retrospect 

By Jacques de Menasce 

In a conversation between Richard Strauss and a German con
ductor of renown, which took place in Switzerland after the last 
world war, an appraisal was made by the former, dealing with the 
decline of spiritual and artistic values in Germany. Strauss is re
ported to have said that he had foreseen this development and that, as 
far as music was concerned, Richard Wagner had been the last great 
German musician to have shown the world what real music-making 
could mean. The interlocutor's reaction came in the form of the 
natural question: "But how about yourself?'f "!," Strauss is said 
to have answered, "am only an epigone." 

This reply, coming from the serene heights of great achievement 
and old age, could be interpreted as conveying the composer's per
sonal appraisal of his own historical position as the last descendant 
of a major ancestry, under application of standards adequate to his 
stature. In this light the estimate would possibly be that of one of 
the greater composers of a time, but not necessarily that of one of 
the greater of all times. The actual relevance of this statement seems 

Jacques de Menasce was born in Bad lschl, 
Austria, in 1905. He studied piano with Emil 
Sauer, composition with Josef Marx, Paul Pisk 
and Alban Berg, and has achieved equal dis
tinction as pianist and composer. His SECOND 
PIANO CONCERTO, written in 1939, has just 
been recorded by The _Yienna State Opera 
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secondary, however, in the face of such evidence as the considerable 
mark left upon the music of his time by a thoroughly imposing figure 
and the amazing surviv~l of an impressive opus in its entirety. This 
study proposes, among other things, to deal with the phenomenon 
of this survival; but before doing so, a few historical reminders may 
not be out of order. 

In the first place it seems evident that Richard Strauss was the 
last truly great composer of German nationality to be known to the 
world as such. He was further the last German composer and perhaps 
the last composer of any nationality to have enjoyed the kind of 
general veneration and favor that has since been transferred to other 
'protagonists in the musical field and that, in fact, is moving more 
and more to protagonists in other fields altogether. He was the last, 
moreover, in the line of those who, beginning with Felix Mendelssohn, 
were accorded a social status of an almost regal order, and who seem 
to have been, in a manner of speaking, to the red carpet born. He 
was further the last important composer-conductor to attain equal 
fame in this dual capacity and also the last in this category who was 
well enough equipped to undertake the general musical dh·ection of 
some of the foremost lyrical stages of his day. On the other hand, 
he was the first significant musician of his school since the days of 
Mozart who was convincingly successful on a large scale in both the 
symphonic and operatic forms. He was finally the first composer of 
any time and any school to have been favored by the consistent 
collaboration as his librettist of one who was a major figure in his 
ovm right. It was indeed fortunate for him that Hugo von Hof
mannsthal, this great poet and master of the German language, 
should also have been a distinguished connoisseur of music. It is 
well known that discrimination in musical matters is not all too 
frequent among men of letters and it is pot without sadness that one 
recalls, for example, the serious preoccupation of Goethe with ideas 
for an opera, and his final renouncement of them because he could 
think of no composer fit to set a work of his to music- he who was a 
contemporary of both Beethoven and Schubert. :&ichard Strauss 
therefore was as exceptionally fortunate in this respect as indeed he 
was in many another throughout a long life that was fraught with 
comparatively few vicissitudes. His biography certainly deflates the 
generally accepted belief that undue suffering is the normal price 
for genius. This belief is fallacious, as it is generally based on obser
vations of a superficial nature that disregard the fact that reaction 
to good fortune or to bad is a question of temperament, and that 
happy circumstances can be just as indispensable to the achievement 
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Richard Strauss in Retrospect 

of the one as misfortunes to that of another. The general picture 
of a Goethe is incompatible with even the thought of serious mis
fortunes and last of all with one of grave moral or physical dis
orders, whereas the major work of a Proust would seem unthink
able without such disturbances. The expression and the reflection of 
an artist's personal expe1·iences in his work is a different matter 
again. It is entirely individual in the first place, and depends very 
much also on the artistic conventions of a given period and, in music, 
on the choice of form as well. 

In the case of Strauss, there is however sufficient evidence of a 
deeper connection between his external circumstances and his inusic 
to warrant a probe in that direction. Here one has in mind the 
irrepressible joie de vivre which is the keynote of almost everything 
he wrote. The accident of exceptional good fortune in itself would 
mean little, were it not for the unfaltering optimism evident in an 
idiom that is charged with unmistakable euphoria, even in its most 
dramatic moments. It is this euphoria that may well stem from an 
innermost belief in such exceptional good fortune as in a tangible 
reality that could and should be communicated to the sensorium of 
others. It is noteworthy that one of the major psychological mani
festations of German romanticism, the one known as W eltschmerz, 
is given little play, even in the earlier works of Strauss, and that this 
manifestation disappears almost completely once the Brahms-Wagner 
ascendencies have been brought under a more personal control. One 
need but think of Death and Transfiguration, a work in which the 
Straussian stress is decidedly on the transfiguration ; whereas the 
motive of death, dear to Brahms, still develops very much under the 
auspices of the latter. It is a peculiar thought that the Weltschmerz 
tone should have practically disappeared from the work of this last 
major non-atonal representative of romantic German music-making 
but that it should still have haunted the scores of Schoenberg and 
Berg before it succumbed to the process of total obliteration in the 
atomic laboratories of Anton von Webern. Looking back on the early 
successes of Strauss, on the fast growing appeal of his work on 
larger audiences, and on the period of decisive breakthrough and 
final overwhelming victory, one can assume with a degree of cer
tainty that the imponderable that carried the message of all this 
music beyond the footlights with such astonishing directness was 
precisely the kind of sustained jubilance and positivist vigor that 
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could stem only fTom this newer and patently optimistic interpreta
tion of romantic values, expressed with a congenital and elemental 
conviction. It must be remembered that the message in itself was 
couched in terms that were far from being diTect or indeed imme
d~ately intelligible, even to the well-educated audiences of the time. 
The fact that the earlier works owed much to Brahms and to Wagner 
meant little in a day when the cause of neithe1· had been won con
clusively. One knows what Strauss added to the idiom of these 
masters at every conceivable level of musical technique, and one 
realizes of course how confusing and puzzling these additions must 
have been to the many who had not even begun to acquiesce in, let 
alone assimilate, all of the happenings since the days of Liszt's first 
battle-cries for novelty. 

Yet it was the general public that went along in growing num
bers, once the original shock had been absorbed, and it was the gen
eral public that allowed itself to be led on by an enthusiastic avant
garde, with greater ease, in fact, than the perennially quibbling and 
dissatisfied group of the more seasoned cognoscenti. One must nbt 
forget that in those earlie1· days the success of Strauss had to rely 
almost entirely upon his symphonic music and on his songs, and that 
his following had not yet been swelled by the larger operatic audi
ences. The controversies of intellectual battle around his work were 
then limited in comparison with those that followed the impacts of 
Salome and Electra. It would seem interesting therefore to quote 
from a review that was written in 1903, and that deals with a con
cert in which Strauss conducted the Lamoreux Orchestra of Paris 
in the following of his works: A us Italien, Ein H eldenleben and a 
love scene from Feuersnot. This review happens to be a shining ex
ample also of inspired musical criticism, graced as it is by the 
accumulation of such uncommon virtues as insight, objectivity, ac
curacy, integrity and mastery of style, and with wit only to a degree 
compatible with the dignity of both the observer and the observed. 
It is a review, besides, that has retained its validity and that will 
stand permanently as a thoroughly authentic description of the 
artist, the work, and the effect of both on a representative audience 
of their day. The reviewer was Claude Debussy and here are some 
substantial excerpts of what he had to say about the composer: 
"He is just about the only original musician of the younger Germany. 
He brings to mind Liszt, on the one hand, by his remarkable vir-
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Richard Strauss in Retrospect 

tuosity in the art of handling an orchestra and our own Berlioz, on 
the other, by his preoccupation of basing music on literature. . . . 
He certainly thinks in colored images and he seems to draft the line 
of his ideas with the orchestra . . .. His manner of treating develop-
ments is altogether pe1·sonal. . .. He superposes tonalities that are 
strangely unrelated with the greatest calm .... One need not neces
sarily take to certain departures that are on the verge of banality or 
exaggerated Italianism but, after a moment, one is captivated first 
by the prodigious orchestral variety and then by a frenetic motion 
that carries one away and holds one as long as it so wishes; one 
loses control of one's emotions. . . . Again, it is a book of images, 
it is even cinematography, but one must say that he, who is able to 
construct a work like this with such consistency of endeavor, comes 
close indeed to being a genius. . . ." About the man, Debussy has 
this to report: "Mr. Richard Strauss has no flying locks and his 
gestures a1·e not those of an epileptic. He is tall and he has the 
frank and determined deportment of those great explorers who pass 
among savage tribes with a smile on their lips . ... His brow how
ever is that of a musician, but his eyes and movements are those 
of a 'superman' .... From Nietzsche also, who must have given him 
his energies, he has retained a fine disdain for silly sentimentalities, 
along with the desire that music should discontinue to illuminate 
our nights, but that instead, it should take the place of the sun. 
I can assure you that there is sunshine in the music of Richard 
Strauss." About the public reaction, there is finally this : "One was 
able to ascertain that the majority of the audience disapproved of 
this kind of sunshine and our most celebrated dilettanti gave definite 
signs of impatience. This, however, did not prevent Richard Strauss 
from receiving enthusiastic ovations. I repeat, there is no way to 
resist the conquering domination of this man!" 

One notes in passing that there is no mention of eclecticism in 
this review and it is clear that Debussy preferred to leave such obser
vation to the imperishable breed of those who know a little too much 
and much too little and who therefore only recognize what seems 
familiar to them in newer works, or in the words of Brahms, "what 
any fool can hear." 

If it were true from the listener's point of view, that the1·e was 
no way of resisting the "conque1·ing domination" of Strauss, this 
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Jacques de Menasce 

proved even more difficult for a great number of the composers in his 
more immediate surrounding. The feebler talents were devoured com
pletely and the stronger ones had to struggle hard in order to survive 
this new obsession that was here to beset them so soon after Wagner. 
Even major talents, such as Schoenbe1·g and Bartok, were not ex
empt, and the latter's undisguised adhesion is unmistakable in the 
symphonic poem Kossuth (1903) and still detectable in the Rhapsody 
for Piano and Orchestra, Op. 1. Strauss' influence elsewhere was 
felt in proportion to the strength or weakness of the 1·espective 
musical scenes. The immunity of France and Russia was of course 
assured more or less by the presence of powerful autonomous schools 
that were already moving in other directions. 

It will be remembered that Strauss' early opera Guntram had 
been a discouraging failure and that he made no serious attempt to 
approach the genre again on a larger scale for several years. The in
termittent and minor F euersnot, composed in 1900, was never in
tended to be m01·e than a symphonic satire, but when Salome finally 
reached the Dresden stage in 1905, the history of the orchestral suc
cesses was repeated. Shock and resistance at first, dim predictions 
from the local "soothsayers" (one borrows this term from a writing 
by the composer's son, Franz Strauss), but then, only two months 
after the premiere, victory everywhere. It will be recalled also that 
the next ten years brought forth one of the greater masterpieces of 
our era, E lectra, one of the world's more popular operas, Der 
Rosenkavalier, and one of the operatic literature's most sophisticated 
and enchanting works, Ariadne auf Naxos. The early case history of 
Electra is similar to that of Salome. A controve1·sial premiere in 
D1·esden in January 1909, followed by difficulty and indifference, 
then again the unbelievable. In April of the same year, Strauss could 
report to Hofmannsthal: " . .. Electra has had a surprisingly good 
performance in Milan. . . . A colossal success. . . . We are now over 
the hump . . . ," which was true indeed. The Straussian miracle had 
come to pass again, for if ever there was a miracle in such things, 
surely this was it. Every knowledgeable musician will admit that 
this particular score must have been utterly bewildering to the 
average opera-goer of the period, even if one concedes that his 
schooling was on a gene1·ally higher level than the one enjoyed by 
his counterpart in our own time. Nevertheless, here was a revolu
tionary work that had gone beyond anything heard previously on a 
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Richard Strauss in Retrospect 

lyrical stage, with the exception of Pelleas. It was a work in which 
Strauss had reached out for regions which he never chose to explore 
any further and it was a work in which he had gone as far as he was 
prepared to go ever. 

The years that followed were those of universal recognition. This 
writer has a clear recollection of that period, in, which the name of 
Strauss was becoming a household word. He remembers the excited 
audiences in overcrowded halls and packed opera houses, the tre
mendous surges of emotion that greeted every single one of Strauss' 
appearances, the portraits that graced the homes of professionals 
and amateurs alike, the never ending discus ions in every conceivable 
kind of publication, and the new bone of contention that now had 
been added by the collaboration with Hofmannsthal, an artist con
troversial enough in himself. 

The poet's influence on the evolution of Strauss' style was to be 
considerable and I believe that this influence was beneficial in every 
way. Opinions in this respect were quite mixed at the time and there 
are many who still today attribute the relative lack of success of such 
later works as Die Frau ohne Schatten, Die A egyptische Helena and 
Arabella to certain weaknesses of libretto. I am not of this opinion 
and I am convinced that the current revivals will dispose of this 
theory altogether. I am more inclined to believe that these works 
were the victims, above all, of a changing musical outlook that 
brought reaction against Strauss generally, and victims also of newe1· 
developments in the field of entertainment, with a waning interest in 
opera as a consequence. The same holds true, in a greate1· measure 
still, for the works written after the death of Hofmannsthal. There 
has been little oppo1·tunity to hear them, so far, but the present 
lull iii the battle of the contemporary schools and a regenerated 
curiosity for the lyrical theater may now afford good opportunities 
for better acquaintance. 

The earlier description of the survival of Strauss' music as phe
nomenal seems justified when one considers the problems of artistic 
survival generally and the somewhat unique historical position of 
Strauss in particular. The quality of a work in itself has never been 
a guaranty of permanance, dependent as this is on subsequent events. 
Musical history abounds in examples of the obliteration of one trend 
by the following, and it is common knowledge that even the greatest 
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have been vulnerable to such exposure. In the case of Strauss, such 
vulnerability would seem increased by the fact that his work is as 
clearly of the 19th century as it is of the 20th. It might easily have 
succumbed to a possible failure in measuring up to the established 
standards of the former, or been passed over because of its imputed 
shortcomings in its commitment to the latter. Curiously enough this 
ambiguity proved to be a valuable and sustaining force at a time 
when changes were as rapid as they were drastic. This force was one 
of a nature mediatory between the immediate past and a modernism 
in the making that was growing too fast to allow for a clearer per
ception of its essentially organic development. Here also is the reason 
for the relative immunity of Strauss' music to the powerful reaction 
to which it was exposed. In this respect, as we said earlier, only the 
later works suffered. Those that were established in the repertoire 
were hardly affected at all, and to that repertoire they still belong 
today, not only because of the undeniable genius in all of them, but 
also because they are among the most serviceable ever to have been 
written. 

Listening to some of this music now and surveying the more ad
vanced offerings of the last forty years, one is strangely aware of 
the manifest kinship of many of these newer products with Strauss' 
music. In most instances the difference is more in letter than in 
spirit, more in detail than in substance, and in this perspective one 
is aware again of the fundamental truth that in any single era 
there is place for only a little that is new in the absolute. To this 
nove1ty Richard Strauss contributed liberally, and one realizes today 
more than ever that here was one of the first modern masters and 
not indeed an epigone. It is as a modern master that he appeared to 
Mahler and to Debussy, to Schoenberg, to BartOk and Varese. As 
such, he has a message also for the young, who will feel little nos
talgia when the curtain rises on Salome or Electra, but who will 
certainly sense the magic and the excitement of a world that is also 
theirs. 
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The Music of Peter Mennin 
by Walter H endl 

The music of Peter Mennin is an important contribution to Ameri
can repertoire. Mennin is a symphonist by nature and inte~t, and his 
ideas fall naturally into large units, both as to structure and musical 
content. His direction is motivated by a positive spirit grounded in 
confirmed optimism. He is a consummate craftsman who devotes 
great attention to the organization of materials, and his music shows 
that structural considerations are not only directed toward coherence 
and unification, but are also the means of revealing the larger dra
matic intent. The composer's sound and healthy musical imagination, 
his enthusiastic approach to problems of art and life, plus the impres
sive list of works already composed by this, his thirty-first year, com
bine to compel a high regard for his accompliShment. 

Confusion plays no part in Mennin's music. Even in sections where 
he has gone "all out," there is never any feeling of vagueness or any 
question of intent. Such sections retain an unsagging vitality and 
unmistakably strong profile and sound of their own, and make clear 
that all of Mennin's craft is directed toward achieving the dramatic 
whole. Structurally speaking, this music is a conductor's delight. 
There is always a powerful motivic exposition, and profound poly
phonic expansion of materials. Mennin's familiarity with polyphonic 
forms and the fabric of pre-fugal wocedul·es becomes apparent as 
one notes how he treats music as a fluid architecture of sound and 
avoids trying to force his ideas into an approximation of sonata form. 
It is because Mennin thinks in over-all terms that he treats structure 
flexibly, with a technique recalling that of the Renaissance. 

Walter Hendl, conductor, pianist and com
poser, is now completing his sixth year as 
conductor and musical director of The Dallas 
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By explicitly using the orchestra as an integral part of the stl·ucture 
of his music, Mennin outlines his materials and uses the sound and 
color of the orchestra to project his music. There is rarely any extra
neous use of color which is designed to intrigue the ear for a moment. 
It is because of his reliance on the basic material itself that one finds 
little display of tricks or "effects" used for themselves. Though there 
are often fanciful flights in the music, these are at all times derived 
from basic materials of the composition. There are never any "anony
mous" moments. The vitality, consistency and drive command our 
attention always. This is music for listeners and performers of high 
musical intelligence and acute musical understanding. 

It is perhaps in his slow movements that Mennin best reveals his 
sensitivity for true cantabile of a completely sustained and self-pro
pelling quality. These passages are always direct and controlled. The 
emotional gamut ranges from sustained elevation, over large sections, 
to moments of intensely impassioned speech. Geneully, however, it 
is the feeling of restrained emotion, with all unessential decoration 
discarded, that gives Mennin's slow movements their special individ
uality. The singing qualities of these movements seem to be the 
antithesis of the enormous propulsion and intensity in some sections 
of the fast movements, such as, fo1· example, the finale of the Fifth 
Symphony. 

A study of any work by Mennin will reveal his predilection for the 
long melodic line. The Mennin melody is not a short-winded affair 
playing itself out a few seconds afte1· its inception. This is true not 
only in the slow movements; often these long-limbed melodic lines 
appear in the faster movements and give that large, sweeping style 
which one has come to expect in Mennin's music. In the finale of the 
Third Symphony one of the melodies, when later treated in augmen
tation and stated in its entirety, consumes some fifty-seven bars! At 
no time does it falter. On the contrary, it increases in intensity and 
flows natw·ally to its inevitable conclusion. 

Since distinctiveness and individuality of melodic line are of para
mount importance, it goes almost without saying that the elaborate 
structures built with these materials retain their constructive clarity 
even in the most complex moments. Because the musical ideas are so 
strongly profiled, there is never any doubt as to what to bring out in 
the performance of this music. The Mennin melody is usually so 
conceived that its rise and fall, its conjunct and disjunct motion, and 
its rhythm, lend themselves particularly to a linear modus operandi 
as a means of emphasizing the organic consistency of materials and 
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structure. Technically, Mennin's melody is usually diatonic. Half-step 
progressions are used to achieve changes in tonal level. There is a 
fondness for the diminished fifth (or augmented fourth) and for the 
augmented second, the latter often used to create an ambiguity be
tween major and minor. 

Contrasting melodic outlines are important to{ Mennin. At the close 
of the third movement of his Fifth Symphony!. the composer sets a 
pair of slow-moving melodies against two other Jmes of a forceful and 
jagged character. Though complex technically, this passage retains 
its basic linear directness. 

The bar line plays little or no inhibiting part in determining the 
full freedom of the melodies. One may note these examples from 
Bought Locks and the slow movement of the Choral Symphony, where 
prosody and rhythm go their own ways with little concern for the 
time signatures: 
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EXAMPLE 2' 

''THE CYCLE"-Symphony No. 4-Second Movement 
Anciute arlo$0 (.1·60) 
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Or again, the following figuration in the Concertato for Orchestra : 
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Here a seven-quarter phrase is unconfined by a two-half bar. 
Though Mennin's time signatures usually remain constant, the com
plete freedom given to melodic lines negates any feeling of bar-line 
regularity. The rhythmic conceptions range from wisps of subtle 
irregular motion to moments of driving, almost relentless physical 
thrust. Rhythm in Mennin's music is robust, full-blooded, vital and 
muscular. Following are a few significant examples of this aspect of 
the composer's work: 
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EXAMPLE 4 
FIFTH SYMPHONY-THIRD MOVEMENT 

EXAMPLE 5 
STRING QUARTET No. 2-SECOND MOVEMENT 

The rhythm of the slow music possesses a fluidity and dignity that 
are distinctive. It is in the unfolding of the slow movements that one 
becomes conscious of the "phrase-rhythm" that plays such an im
portant part in Mennin's music. He achieves a sense of singing, of 
sustained quality, without ever becoming static. 

EXAMPLE 6 
"THE CYCLE"-Symphony No. 4--Second Movement 

{Andute Arloso J • 60) 
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The variety and flexibility of rhythm immediately become apparent 
when one notices the overlapping of phrases of unequal length. This 
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irregularity produces a subtle polyrhythmic effect that tluusts the 
music constantly forward. It is this spontaneous feeling for the 
smallest unit of rhythm that gives Mennin's music its natural flexi
bility and variety. 

In much of Mennin's music, notes in duple pulsation suffice. They 
undergo exhaustive, varied and vital treatment. Of late, the triplet 
figuration has become more evident, as witness the velocemente of 
the Second String Quartet and the thil:d movement of the Sixth 
Symphony. Even here, rhythm is considered from its smallest unit, 
making flexible patterns not sternly controlled by pulse. 

Harmonical1y, Mennin's music varies from simple sounds to highly 
complex ones. Some of the triads have been restored to important 
levels of power and given contemporary signifieance by such means 
as added notes, hi-tonality, and a kind of inflection unknown in the 
19th century. The Concertato is a good example in point: 

EXAMPLE 7' 
CONCERTATO (MOBY DICK) 

~!·~i~~~~~:~!:t 
1

: r~t==~~ 
This illustration shows a kind of harmonic polyphony in which 

the lower line is clearly an independently moving linear entity. 

This harmony is also the result of polyphonic meeting of melodic 
lines. Although the harmonies have some chromatic implications, and 
eventually use all the resources of the chromatic scale, the sounds 
themselves usually have a diatonic basis. Quick changes of tonality 
are accomplished through use of scale patterns. The total harmonic 
consequence is not one of an extreme nature or of experimentation 
for its own sake. It supplies evidence that American music has 
passed its Sturm und Drang, its searching for the new for novelty's 
sake, and has arrived at an essentially consolidated and integrated 
language, and, what is also important, has arrived at a convincingly 
accessible sound. The music of other Americans, notably Piston and 
Schuman, serves to bear out this fact. 
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Perhaps no discussion of a composer's music can be complete with
out reference to "tone-color." Mennin often treats his orchestrilo as 
a group of choirs, contrasting the basic individual timbres of the 
instruments with the general sounds of strings, woodwinds, per
cussion, brasses, section-wise. This is due in no small part to the 
conception of the musical material itself as being absolute, and 
therefore easily adaptable to the various choirs as dictated by the 
formal demands of the composition. Even in the tutti, Mennin most 
often retains group individuality of the choirs. 

Woodwind sections only occasionally call for extra players . . The 
flute and oboe are favorites for solo passages. Brasses are used as 
rhythmic punctuators and for melody. Neither woodwinds nor brasses 
are called upon to perform miracles. Although the parts are difficult 
at times, the music all lies well, and "sounds." The extreme ranges 
are rarely used, but when they are it is for dramatic impact rather 
than for color. Strings are also treated in the same felicitous manner, 
with what may be termed a 20th century classicism. Percussion re
quirements are remarkably simple. Mennin uses no exotic instruments 
or effects. The usual instruments are often treated in solo fashion, 
and are always used as part of the general structure of a given 
movement. 

It seems to me that this music should be presented with a classic 
regard for its form, tempo and dynamics. Arbitrary fluctuations of 
tempo, even rubato, or exaggerated gradations of romantic dynamics 
do not work well here. One should seek, rather, a quiet, intense, 
slow-moving dignity, or a rapid pace of firm rhythm, sharp punctua
tion and unrelenting vitality. 

Mennin's choral music reflects the same musical esthetic, and the 
same seriousness of purpose, as does his orchestral work. His use 
of the chorus is varied, but always shows consideration for the 
capabilities of the voices. In both the a cappella pieces and those 
with piano accompaniment, all manner of contrapuntal and rhythmic 
ingenuity is evident. I confess to a particular fondness, to cite an ex
ample, for the opening of Crossing the Han River, where tenor and 
bass sing ostinato counterpoints of short duration, with a soprano 
line sounding above, and the alto entering fugally a moment later. 
This choral music gives additional evidence of Mennin's unusual 
power to organize musical materials. One should also note Mennin's 
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combinations of chorus and orchestra in the scores of the Fourth 
Symphony (The Cycle) and of The Christmas Story. 

I have been familiar with Mennin's music for nearly ten years, 
and there is no doubt in my mind that it is, and will continue to be, 
one of the dominant expressions of the creative activity of our times. 

Chronological List: The Music of Peter Mennin 
Four Songs for Soprano and 

piano on poems of Emily 
Dickinson (1941) 

Sonata for Organ (1941) 
Alleluia for Mixed Chorus 

(1941) 
String Quartet No. 1 (1941) 
Symphony No. 1 (1941) 
Symphony No. 2 (1944) 
Concertina for Flute, Strings, 

and Percussion (1944•) Har
gail Music Press 

Folk Overture (1945) Hargail 
Music Press 

Symphony No. 3 (1946) Har
gail Music Press 

Sinfonia for Chamber Orchestra 
(1946) Hargail Music Press 

Fantasia for String Orchestra 
(Canzona and Toccata) 
(1947) Haxgail Music Press 

A Song of the Palace (S.A.T.B. 
- A Cappella) 
(1948) Caxl Fischer, Inc. 

Crossing the Han River
(S.A.T.B.-A Cappella) 

(1948) Carl Fischer, Inc. 
In the Quiet Night (S.A.T.B.

A Cappella) 
(1948) Carl Fischer, Inc. 

The GoldrThreaded Robe 
(S.A.T.B.-A Cappella) 
(1948) Carl Fischer, Inc. 
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Symphony No. 4, (The Cycle) 
for Chorus of Mixed Voices 
and Orchestra (1948) Carl 
Fischer, Inc. 

T·umbling Hair (S.S.A.-Piano 
Ace.) (1949) 
Cad Fischer, Inc. 

Bought Locks (S.S.A. - Piano 
Ace.) (1949) 
Carl Fischer, Inc. 

Five Pieces for Piano (Prelude, 
Aria, Variation-Canzona, Can
to, Toccata) (1949) Carl 
Fischer, Inc. 

The Christmas Story, Cantata 
fo1· Chorus of Mixed Voices, 
with Soprano and Tenor 
Solos, and Brass Quartet, 
Timpani and Strings. (1949) 
Carl Fischer, Inc. 

Symphony No. 5 (1950) 
Carl Fischer, Inc. 

String Quartet No. 2 (1951) 
Carl Fischer, Inc. 

Canzona for Band (1951) 
Carl Fischer, Inc. 

Concertato for Orchestra 
(Moby-Dick) (1952) 
Carl Fischer, Inc. 

Symphony No. 6 (1953) 
Carl Fischer, Inc. 



Music as a Graphic Art · 
By Leonard Feist 

Music exists as sound, in performance, and it has another real 
existence, or another aspect of existence, on the printed page. How 
music sounds is certainly more important than how it looks, yet the 
written or printed symbols are the necessary media between the 
composer and the audience, via the performer, and their appearance 
as well as theil· intelligibility a1·e factors of no small importance. 
Music in its written or printed form is directed to the ear through 
the eye, and in this respect it has at least a partial claim to be re
garded as a form of graphic art. 

The psychological and esthetic importance of music's visual ap
pearance has been felt keenly by many persons, musicians and laymen 
alike. It is interesting to note a comment made by no less a person 
than Hector Berlioz. In 1864-, writing to a fellow-composer who had 
sent him a printed copy of an oratorio, Berlioz observed, "You can't 
imagine the effort it was for me to read a score engraved with those 
hideous English notes which give to any music a misshapen and 
heavy look . . .. " (Barzun: New Lette'rs of Berlioz, p. 249. New 
York, 19•54.) Others have felt this about reading music, although 
few have made comments so exactly to the point. 

It is unfortunately true that music in its printed form is rarely 
an example of good graphic art. It may be, and often is, clearly 
printed and 1·easonably tidy, but it is seldom well designed in terms of 

leonard Feist is a music publisher of the 
seco.nd generation. Upon graduation from Yale 
he entered his father's publishing firm, but 
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directs along with C~ntury Music Edition, 
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the relation of appearance to content, which is, for graphic art, a mat
ter of primary importance. One should remark Berlioz' precise choice 
of adjectives: difforme et lourd. It is not legibility that he is talking 
about; it is appropriateness. 

Legibility is not enough in music printing, although it is of 
course imperative. The musical symbols, besides being intelligible, 
should be so designed, and so \:iisposed on the page, that they form a 
pattern pleasing to the eye and even perhaps helpful to the imagina- ... 
tion. The appearance of the printed page should not act as a barrier 
or hurdle that must be surmounted, but should provide, as do the 
pages of a well designed book, a feeling of character, of suitability 
and of movement. 

Music was one of the fir' t products of the printer's art, and the 
second book to be printed in the New World was a volume of music, 
the Bay Psalm Book, published in Cambridge in 1640. Examples of 
early printed music are sometimes handsome in format and design, 
and on a level with book-printing of their times. This does not seem, 
however, to be true today, although there are many hopeful signs 
of a change for the better. In all fairness, it should be pointed out 
that the appearance of the average book during the earlier years of 
this century also left much to be desired. It was the interest and 
enthusiasm of a few devoted publishers, plus a general revival of 
interest in the graphic arts, that caused a revolution in book design 
and led to the general competence--if not excellence--that prevails 
in that field today. 

It is true that the music publisher can not look forward to the 
volume of sales that the book publisher may hope for. His "market," 
except for occasional popular hits or a few "educational" methods or 
collections, is more limited than that of even the publisher of serious 
books. As the publication of music is viewed as a matter of profit or 
loss, beauty of format _necessarily becomes subordinated to economy 
of production. It is, alas, well known that much serious music, 
especially contemporary music, is published with no expectation of 
profit, but simply for reasons of "prestige" or of cultural obligation. 
It is here, too often, that the publisher must keep his expenses to a 
minimum. Yet despite these limitations of economy, much can be 
done, by good taste and inventiveness, to improve the effectiveness 
of music printing as a graphic art. 

There are just a few principal elements in the "design" of 
printed music.· These may be summarized as: 
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1) The shape and size of the note-head and other elements of nota
tion, including clefs, flags, bracP.s, rests; 
2) The size and lay-out of the page-spacing, number of braces, 
proportion of white to black, etc.; 
3) Choice of type faces and sizes for texts and for directions gov
erning tempo and expression; 
4) Design of cover, title-page, ornamental motifs. 
The integration of these elements into a suitable and consistent whole 
is the basic problem of music design from a visual standpoint. 

If one compares the engraved pages of a century-old publication 
with a work issued iii the past twenty years, one can not fail to 
observe how the shape of the note-head itself has undergone a 
marked change. Where it was formerly a graceful oval, it is now 
round or almost round. It is interesting, too, to see the subtle varia
tions in the degree to which the old oval notes are tilted. Esthetics 
to one side, the round note is ha1·der to read, particularly in chords 
where the tones are close together. One should consider how this 
increases the difficulty which faces a performer playing or studying 
a contemporary score of great harmonic intricacy. The round note
head has the effect in design of making the printed page seem heavy 
and crowded. It often makes impossible an appearance of grace or 
lightness. 

It is hard to understand how or why this change in the shape of 
the note took place. Perhaps the 1·ounder and larger note made its first 
appearance in music for children, on the grounds that its heaviness 
made for quicker recognition in single notes. But whatever the 
reason, it is almost impossible to find a set of engraver's tools of the 
old oval shape in this country today. European engraving has also 
followed this trend, though to a lesser extent. Contemporary French 
scores still often employ a note-head of greater length and delicacy ~ 
than ours. There are also considerable differences in the propor
tions and weights of other elements, such as G and F clefs, quarter 
and eighth rests, and slurs, ties and braces. The lines of the staves 
are, in French engraving, often thinner and lighter than ours are. 

The book designer chooses his body type from an aln:\ost limitless 
number of faces. While there are certain general practices, the 
choice of type is finally determined by the esthetic judgment of the 
designer. To him a certain type will seem suitable for an existen-
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tialist novel, another for a book on contemporary painting, still 
another for a volume of limericks. While the type may not always 
be wisely chosen, the important thing is that the element of choice 
does exist. It seems self-evident that the music designer (it is-worth 
noting that there are actually no professional music designers or 
typographers) could make use of a variety of musical type faces if 
they were available. The fact is, however, that almost all of the 
engraver's tools in use today, especially in the United States, are 
very similar. If one wishes to give, for example, a feeling of solem
nity, or of capriciousness, at first sight of the printed music page, 
there are no means by which to express such an idea. The closest 
the publisher can come is to use an autographer instead of an en
graver. Autographers write the music by hand, and the best of them 
succeed in creating a sense of life and movement far beyond that 
found in engraving. Autographing, however, has its own shortcom
ings of appearance, and there are not many in this profession who 
can do the work with a consistently high degree of excellence. 

The design of the note-head has received some serious attention, 
although not quite in the sense suggested above. A few years ago, a 
new concept of the shape of the note-head was introduced by W. A. 
Dwiggins, the distinguished typographer and book designer. Dwig
gins' note was shaped approximately like the head of a golfing iron. 
The appearance is perhaps too startling to be readily accepted, but 
it makes sense in that a greater white area appears at the juncture 
of note-head and stem between the notes of a heavy chord. The 
design does not seem to have been much used, but it is evidence of a 
tendency to think in both practical and esthetic terms of music 
design. 

Page lay-out is largely a matter of spacing, of giving the music 
sufficient room. We are all familiar with pages on which too many 
braces are jammed together, or on which the visual lengths of note
values are distorted to make a line reach the margin exactly. Today, 
the engraver rarely breaks a bar in the middle, at the end of a line, 
which is perhaps an improvement over the common practice of the 
18th ~entury, but we are, on the other hand, slaves to the practice 
of making every piece of music (and in fact, every movement) end 
all the way down on the last page. There is really no reason why a 
piece of music may not end in the middle of a page. One often sees 
a five-and-a-half-page piece of music crowded into five pages, so that 
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the extra page will be free for advertisements or simply left blank. 
While the advertising is its own explanation, it is not usually an 
item of visual attractiveness. 

The use of type faces for text in music printing may seem to be 
a matter of small importance, and to judge by the results it is often 
treated as such. Yet a disct·iminating use of readily available differ
ences in sizes and styles of type can become an important element 
of consistency and appeal in design. Types do have character and 
should be used appropriately. It is evident that choice of type may 
be important for the texts of vocal works, but it is important also 
for all the verbal indications that are part of the composer's instruc
tions to the performer. In the production of music, all !sense of type 
suitability is usually lost. If the publisher specifies Olde English for 
the title page of a sacred song, he generally feels that he has done 
enough. 

It is unfortunate to use a type that is not related to the music in 
some subtle sense. But to use a haphazard variety of type faces, as 
is often done-or to use type too large and black in one place, or too 
small and likely to elude notice in another-this is simply laziness, 
bad taste and sabotage. Even within the limits of music publishing 
economy, the use of one consistent type face is imperative; the use 
of an appropriate and interesting type-face is possible; and the use 
of the many possibilities, practical and esthetic, of modern ingenuity 
in type should by no means be impossible. 

The last element in the design of printed music is perhaps the 
most obvious, and it is the one that has received the most attention for 
this reason. Covers and title pages cannot escape notice. Yet very 
often they are dreary and unimaginative. The "stock title" is often 
used because 'it is cheap or because it identifies the publisher. Such 
titles are standa1·d designs that are used over and over again simply 
by setting new lines of type for the names of the work and the 
composer. Fortunately the practice of printing long lists of titles 
on one title page, with a star of other symbol to indicate which piece 
is inside the cover, is beginning to disappear. Aside from the fact 
that such covers are usually ugly, and that the titles are usually in 
such small print as to be nearly impossible to read, the conglomera
tions represented on the lists are sometimes appalling. 
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Good covers and title pages can obviously be not only of visual 
interest in themselves, but can reflect in a satisfying manner the 
character of the music which they introduce. Al·t and craftsmanship 
are never wasted, wherever they appear or wherever they are ap
plied. The tradition of handsome presentation of music is an old one. 
We admire the steel engravings and the elegant scroll-work on the 
title-pages of many 18th century editions of music; we note the 
care in the design of the copper-plate types, and the nicety of the 
ornamental touches. First-rate artists have worked both as illus
trators and designers. Whistler's title page designs are now collec
tors' items. In our own day. Picasso, Matisse and Dufy, among others, 
have done cover designs for publishers of music. It was an extra
ordinarily happy idea for a music .publisher in New York, a few 
years ago, to commission Grandma Moses to do the title page for 
Kurt Weill's folk opera, Down in the Valley. Such examples of care 
and creativity in presentation seem to be increasing. While perhaps 
no one will claim that this is musically of the utmost importance, 
no one, on the other hand, will deny that it is pleasant and that 
music is thereby better served. 

Perhaps a greater awareness of the problems of making music 
more satisfying as a graphic art will improve its level in that respect. 
I realize that I, as a music publisher, have at one time or another been 
guilty of all the lapses t hat I have listed. But I think that there are 
signs, throughout the entire music publishing industry, of aware
ness and of improvement. Book and periodical publishers arrange 
for frequent displays of their work, considered purely as graphic 
art, and awards are given for excellence of design and typography. 
Perhaps in the not distant future, we may witness not only the emer
gence of the professional music designer, but also of an interest on 
the part of those who purchase and use music that will make the 
designer's work both honored and rewarded. 
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s • I X Y o u n· g Composers 

By Henry Brant 

A recent Juilliard concert was devoted to chamber music by six 
composers in their early 20's, all currently pursuing their studies at 
Juilliard. The present article summarizes the results of individual 
discussions with these six young composers, in the course of which 
the same set of questions was presented. Questions were chosen with 
the intention of bringing out the candid views of each composer on 
provocative topics, bearing as directly as possible upon the general 
situation of the young musician beginning his composing career at 
the start of the second half of the 20th century. 

Louis Calabro began to compose when he was 21, under the 
guidance of Vincent Persichetti. Previous to this he had consider
able experience as a jazz musician. His principal compositions are 
as follows: 

Statement (Orchestra), 1950-51 
Sonatina (Piano), 1951-52 

Henry Brant was a young compos.er during 
the 1930's, and has been known for, many 
years as one of the original and stimulating 
musical personalities of our time. Born in 
Canada in 1913, Mr. Brant studied piano and 
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composition at Juilliard, later working with 
Antheil. Mr. Brant is at present a member of 
Juill iard's literature and Materials of Music 
faculty. 



Trio (Violin, 'cello and piano}, 1952' 
Concerto (Piano and orchestra}, 1953 
Violin Sonata., December, 1953 
Woodwind Quartet (in progress} 

Robert Dennis started to compose at 15, studied under Vittorio 
Giannini and Vincent Persichetti, and has produced the following 
principal works: 

Trio. (Flute, oboe and bassoon}, 1949 
Trio (Flute, oboe and bassoon}, 1951 
Woodwind Quartet, 1952 
Quintet (Flute, bassoon, trumpet, clarinet and viola}, 1953 
Introduction and Sonatina (Orchestra), 1953 
Two Songs, 1954 

Jacob Druckman's studies in composing began at 15. His teachers 
have been Aaron Copland, Bernard Wagenaar and Vincent Persi
chetti. He considers the following works representative: 

String Quartet, 1948 
Duo (Violin and piano), 1949 
Divertimento (Violin, viola, cello, horn, clarinet and harp), 1950 
Concerto (String Orchestra), 1951 
Spell (Ballet), 1951 
Laude (Baritone with alto flute, viola and cello), 1952 
Volpone Overture (Orchestra), 1953 

Betty Sawyer heard 20th century music for the first time when 
she was 12 and at this point began to write down her ideas. Pre
viously she had improvised at the piano, but had not actually com
posed. Her teachers in composition: William Bergsma, Peter Mennin, 
Vincent Persichetti. Principal compositions: 

Cathedrals (Orchestra), 1952 
Fantasia (String orchesb·a), 1952-53 
Sonata (Piano), 1953 
Canticle (Orchestra), 1953-54 

Anthony Strilko began to compose at 16, started studying at 18. 
P resent teacher, William Bergsma. His larger compositions are as 
follows: 
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Prometheus Unbound CChorus, soloist, orchestra), 1952 
Missa Brevis, 1952, 
Piano Sonata, 1953-54 
Quatrains (Chorus and chamber orchestra) , 1954 
Dance Suite (Chamber orchestra), 1954 

Stanley Wolfe, like Louis Calabro, came to composing relatively 
late (at 25) and, again, after some activity as a jazz musician. His 
studies have been guided by William Bergsma, Vincent Persichetti 
and Peter Mennin. His compositions include: 

Overture #1 (Orchestra), 1952 
Symphony # 1, 1953 
String Quartet, 1953 
Symphony #2 (in progress) 

The American Scene, American Life, American Popular IdwrM, 
and How They May or May Not Relate (or Should Not Relate) to 
'Serious' Composed Music During the Present Period: 

Calabro: His jazz background must undoubtedly reflect itself in 
his music, but he cannot say in precisely what way. Jazz is certainly 
not evident on the surface in any of his work. He likewise sees no 
explicit connection with the American scene in American "serious" 
music as a whole thus far, but feels that a closer apparent tie-up 
with American life may develop in the American m..usic of some 
future period. Calabro is interested in the close contact between jazz 
and a mass audience, and believes that the wide interest in jazz 
performance might develop into a potential mass interest in con
temporary serious music .. 

Dennis has had no jazz background but feels that the influences 
of "jazz motifs" and other Americanisms are nevertheless quite ap
parent in his work. He believes that, if they appear at all, American
isms should find their way into serious music without any conscious 
effort on the part of composers. 

Druclanan: "I am not conscious of any purposeful nationalism 
while writing. For two years I made a living as a professional jazz 
musician and have noticed certain resultant influences . . . Jazz 
influence on serious music must be limited to a use of the spirit 
rather than actual melodies or harmonic devices . . . The rhythmic 
qualities inherent in (American) speech undeniably have an in
fluence on my music as they must, I think, on any American com
poser." 
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Sawyer: No conscious Americanisms in her music. The scope and 
variety of American life might be expected to show up somehow in 
serious music. 

Strilko: "Since I am living in the U. S. in 1954 my work and 
thought are naturally products of the American scene." He 1s con
vinced that American popular materials can be successfully inte
grated into serious composition. Examples : Copland, Ravel, Milhaud, 
Stravinsky. But jazz itself "shows no signs of becoming the Ameri
can music of the future. Despite the interest and stimulation it pro
vides, it is too primitive and immediate." 

Wolfe: Influences of American life, even in its most everyday and 
even commercial aspect, cannot be denied; they exist and must be 
reckoned with. But in Wolfe's own work, he feels that this American
life element expresses itself only on an emotional, sub-conscious 
level. "American" also suggests, from a musical standpoint, large
scale structures with melodic, rhythmic, harmonic and contrapuntal 
constituents of grand and imposing dimensions. 

Looking Ahead Into the Second Half of the 20th Century from 
the Standpoints of: 

1. Tradition 
2. E xperimentation 
3. Comparison with the pe1'iod just passed (1900-1950) 
4. Radical new departures or tendencies 
5. The geneml charactet· and relative importance of this period; 

its meaning for composers. 

Calabro: In this country, one can expect a continued and increasing 
concentration on establishing a large American repertory of substan
tial and playable works in all categories. A "time of production." 
Dul'ing this coming period, the composer will feel increasingly free 
to absorb into his own vocabulary any musical materials he may en
counter, new or old, without either self-consciousness or bias, on the 
basis of their expressive usefulness. Calabro also thinks of 1950-
2000 as an important time for quality and quantity production by 
many composers, with well-defined but perhaps limited objectives, 
in contrast to the kind of period when only the top-ftight geniuses 
seem to stand out as significant. 

Dennis: The period 1900-1950 is a transitional one characterized 
principally by the emergence of strong' personalities among the com-
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posers. But a common technic or vocabulary, generally understood 
among the composers as it was in the 16th and 18th centuries, has 
yet to be developed for the 20th. The important composers of the 
coming period will be less likely to efpress themselves in extremely 
individual ways than their predecessors of the period immediately 
past. 1Composers will always function most naturally when their 
language and vocabulary have been already established. Consequently 
the present period is one of the difficult ones: Its composers have a 
double task, first to work out some common technics, and then to 
express themselves. 

Druckman: 11The composer now finds himself in a situation that 
has no parallel in music history ... Never has there been such a 
variety of loose ends nor have these ends ever been in such an in
complete state . .. The phenomenon of many important composers 
working experimentally on new devices and towards the discovery of 
a com.pletely personal idiom is. peculiar to the 20th century and to 
the late 19th . . . a continued intensification of romanticism. It 
may seem strange to characterize such men as Varese and the 
Stravinsky of Apollon Musagete as romantic but ... the kind of 
egocentricity that drives a man in the search of something vital that 
is particularly his own is part of the old Sturm und Drang philos
ophy .... What can be more romantic than Schoenberg assuming 
the responsibility for single-handedly rescuing the world from the 
undisciplined chromatic mire in which he found it?" 

Sawyer: The period 190~1950 is perhaps the most important in 
the history of musical composition, from the standpoint of the amount 
of new ground covered. The coming period, a time of consolidation, 
is likely to be in its totality more important still. During this time 
one might expect to see quarter-tones absorbed into the composer's 
normal vocabulary. However, it is almost inconceivable that 11pre
pared" pianos or distortions of sonority via tape recordings could 
assume the roles of established technics. 

Strilko's views on the various aspects of this question seem to 
agree substantially with the opinions of Calabro, Dennis, Druckman 
and Sawyer, given above. He is, in addition, opposed to experimen
tation 11for its own sake," and feels that experiments, primarily 
undertaken with some sensational object in view, can be injurious 
to the cause of serious musical communication in general. He believes 
that the .experimenter should confine his efforts to the laboratory 
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until it has been demonstrated that his product is not "detrimental 
to his contemporaries or his art." (In composing music, how is this 
to be accomplished in a ulaboratory?"-H.B.) "The most important 
thing in creating something is ·sincerity and explicit belief that what 
one does is scrupulous." (This could lead to many fascinating side 
questions.- H.B.) 

Wolfe agrees with the views above stated as to the coming period 
of consolidation. He believes that both tradition and experimenta
tion will play an important part, the former taking precedence. 
Experimentation likely to manifest itself in an increasing use of 
quarter-tones or other intervallic sub-divisions. During this period 
important new discoveries may be expected in the creating of un
usual kinds of musical continuity and structure. Wolfe describes his 
view of these potential constructions as an "atomic-romantic" ap
proach. He has very emphatic views on the tone-row principle, feels 
that it crystallizes the essential main-stream continuity of tradition 
for the 20th century, and will be the central pole for developments 
during the coming period. 

The Youngest Generation of Composers-What They Share in 
CommO'rlr-lnfluences, Stimuli and Obstacles: 

1Calabro sees an unprecedented development of ucompositional 
virtuosity" among our younger composers, who have outstripped 
their European contemporaries in this respect. (At a concert of 
orchestral music by students of Milhaud and Messiaen at the Paris 
Conservatoire in 1951, I found these young French composers re
markably resourceful and ver,satile. The development is apparently 
not confined to the United States.-H.B.) 

Druckman: "Most of the composers of my generation . . . are 
part of a new kind of neo-classicism : not . . . in the sense of bor
rowing Baroque figures, but .. . of having the Bach or Mozart atti
tude of accepting the materials at hand and building outward from 
these .... I do not mean to imply that a composer can embrace all 
of the materials at hand. I shudder to imagine a Varese percussion 
orchestra playing music of the Apollon Musagete variety. The young 
composer today is choosing his general area and working in it in a 
consolidating fashion. . . ." 

Sawyer: Among many of the young composers one is apt to en
counter an excessive emphasis on technical or theoretical features, 
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resulting in a kind of "paper music" which lacks spontaneous state
ment and cannot make contact with the audience. "Melodic weakness" 
is often a contributing cause. Since studying at Juilliard, Sawyer 
has become more conscious of American influences, in particular 
Harris, Schuman and Sessions. Also interested in tone-row technic 
and its possible variants. Expects her music to develop in a gradual 
way. Previous influences: Debussy, Ravel, Milhaud. 

Wolfe: For a brief time he was influenced by Copland and the 
contemporary Russians, and was interested in the potentialities of 
folk or popular elements in serious music. At Juilliard he discovered 
Bartok, Webern and Berg, and his present style contains two prin
cipal elements: 1) an "American" feeling, somewhat related to Cop
land, Schuman and Harris; and 2) the use of tone-row technic, "but 
along American lines." 

Comment by H.B.: If six young New York composers could 
have been corralled in 1934 and asked for their opinions on these 
same subjects, I feel certain that the replies would not have shown 
the kind of uniformity which characterizes the present survey. View
points would have been sharply conflicting, their expression less 
temperate. 

William Bergsma suggests, and I think correctly, that a similar 
survey of young composers in 1944 would have shown more con
sistent opinions and attitudes than would have prevailed in 1934, 
and a general viewpoint approaching that of the six composers sur
veyed here. My own feeling is that a 1944 survey would have been 
rather less conservative in its total viewpoint than that of the '1954 
Juilliard six.' 

The picture in 1954 is incomplete without a reference to minority, 
or "off-beat," tendencies pursued by a relatively small number of 
young composers working along various experimental lines and 
having widely divergent points of view. However, I believe that the 
great majority of young composers working today would be in gen
eral agreement with Calabro, Dennis, Druckman, Strilko, Sawyer 
and Wolfe on the basic questions discussed in the present article. 

The conclusion seems to be that young American composer~, dur
ing the past 20 years, have developed a wholesome community (or 
a disturbing uniformity) of thought, depending on how one happens 
to look at it. 
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Letter from Los Angeles 
or 

The Violoo pa in the Hollywood Hills 

By Ralph Berkowitz 

If you ever write to a mus1c1an in Los Angeles don't take the 
t rouble to look for his address in the telephone book. If your friend 
makes more than $475 a week (and which musician out there makes 
less?) he will have issued a strict injunction to the telephone people 
not to print his name and address. This is de rigueur, and also avoids 
unsought meetings with cousins from the hinterlands who happen 
to have an Aircoach round-trip with stop-over privileges permitting 
a tour of Beverly Hills. 

So it is that recently in order to find a Hollywood address I went 
straight to the heart of the matter and thumbed through the Mu
sicians' Directory of Local 47, A.F. of M., Los Angeles, California, 
a tidy volume which most Los Angelenos would as soon be without 
as a pair of turquoise nylon shorts. The little book contains the names 
and addresses of musicians who pay their yearly dues to the Los 
Angeles Local ; its second half lists these same musicians under the 

Ralph Berkowitz is Dean of the Berkshire 
Music Center at Tanglewood, an institution 
which, like Juilliard, evidently does not offer 
major instruction in "violoopa" or "jug." A 
painter as well as pianist, Mr. Berkowitz has 
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Letter from Los Angeles 

instrument which they serve in the practice of their art. I was 
slightly shaken as I went along, to notice in firm bold print along 
with such stand-bys as 'clarinet' and 'string bass' the instruments 
'basifon' and 'bass can.' 

Now I am a musician from way back who can hold his own with 
the Harvard boys in any discussion of hidden fifths in Brahms or 
the realization of a figured bass in a Bach Cantata. I can also sound 
wise when it comes to the cancrizans of a tone-row in Schoenberg, 
but I realized that Local 47, A.F. of M., had me when it came to a 
'basifon' or a 'bass can.' 

A good musician is an honest soul and one thing, as Cherubini 
said, leads to another. Having chanced upon 'basifon' and 'bass can' 
under the B's, I thought that the rest of the alphabet would perhaps 
reveal a few more instruments native to the Hollywood Hills. Missing 
50 or 60 pages in my ardor, I came up suddenly among the V's and 
ran my finger slowly down the list. There they all were : 'viola,' 'viola 
da gamba,' 'viola de pardessus' - how many musicians' unions in the 
whole world could boast of listing players of this dignified old 
beauty?-'viola d'amour.' Fine : Local 47 was but another proof that 
Hollywood had drawn to it the cream of the world's artists. 'Viola 
d'amour,' with its lovely name linked in the mind's eye to Bach and 
Frederick the Great and Potsdam and Voltaire, was followed, how
ever, by 'violoopa.' Yes, 'violoopa,' and underneath it, the name of 
Hany Lewis, its sole practitioner in the vast reaches of Los Angeles 
County. Did Harry invent the 'violoopa' or had he discovered it in 
the Copenhagen Museum? Did he work for long years to perfect 
this new achievement in man's search for self-expression, or had he 
walked into Wurlitzer's and bought one for $79.50, black leatherette 
case and music stand included? I don't think I'll ever know. But I 
do know that if Jack Warner or Sam Goldwyn want a 'violoopa' in 
their next opus, Harry Lewis is their man. Close on Harry's heels 
came 'Washboard' and 'Artistic Whistling.'' Lawrence Vogt is the 
'Washboard' boy and even the thought of Larry practicing wasn't 
fascinating enough to stop me from reading the six names of the 
'Artistic Whistlers.' Nothing could persuade me that three of them 
weren't more artistic than the other three. When I engage an Artistic 
Whistler my choice will be either Ruby O'Hara, Rubye Whitaker or 
Muzzy Marcellino. 
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As in all other fields of American enterprise, music in Hollywood 
is undoubtedly controlled by the laws of supply and demand. Yet one 
is given cause for wonder and serious reflection by some of the 
statistics in Local 47's directory. There are for instance no less than 
2,036 dues-paying clarinet players but only four are listed as avail
able for the contra-bass clarinet. Similarly there are about 2,400 
violinists vying for those lush moments accompanying screen credits 
at the opening of a picture, but only two of the boys have taken up 
the 'electric violin.' For all its vaunted progressiveness I think Holly
wood is lagging here. 

Some of the instruments listed in the directory, such as 'Gooch
Gadget,' 'Cow Bells,' 'Chinese Moon Harp' or 'Goofus Horn' are so 
patently required by the wide demands of the film industry that one 
easily understands their sharing directory space with the piano, 
English concertina, or mandolin. But when you stumble upon a 'Jug' 
or 'Music Cutter' the problem becomes deeper. What for instance 
does one do with a 'Jug,' and how is it practiced ? Is it blown into, 
scratched with a mandolin pick or tapped with drum sticks? Sim
ilarly with the work of Louise Field, who is down as the only 'Music 
Cutter' in the Local. Does she, I wonder, work with shears or a razor 
blade? Is she engaged by slow-witted pianists who don't know what 
to leave out in Liszt's 6th Hungarian Rhapsody, or does she get along 
entirely on her own, snipping a phrase here, a cadence there, and in 
general reducing compositions to size? 

Of all the instruments which have sprouted in the halls of Local 
47 down on Vine Street only one has achieved international renown. 
This, of course, is the 'bazooka' which Bob Burns immortalized. Its 
other exponent, Clyde B. (Rusty) Jones, has not, to my knowledge at 
least, developed his public to the point of becoming a household name 
who can pull down $2,000 for an appearance. I feel certain that others 
among these instrumentalists are only biding their time, waiting 
for the nation to learn the fascination of the 'Drumbukki,' the 
'Linnette' or the 'Mari.mbula.' 

On the other hand, such a well-lmown phenomenon of musical art 
as the 'One Man Band,' indigenous to every Amateur Hour, is rep
resented in Southern California by only three union men! Here 
again is one of those strangely unbalanced situations. For, while 
there are only three 'One Man Bands' paying dues, ther'e are 3,652 
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pianists, enough to give piano recitals in Carnegie Hall every night 
including Sundays for the next ten years, before one of them has 
to learn a new program. 

I like to think that, like musicians all over the world, the Holly
wood folk also enjoy getting together now and then for an evening 
of chamber music. What repertoire, for instance, wafts out over the 
smog when Obed 0. Pickard, Jr. at the 'Autoharp,' Friday Leitner 
on the 'Tin Whistle,' H. Garcia Granada on the 'Bandurria,' and 
Dorothy Hollowell at the 'Bass Can' get together? Can it be that they 
let go on a transcription of Schubert's Deatk and the Maiden quartet, 
or is it now and then a slow movement from one of the opus 1s•s? 
Or perhaps Irving Riskin, the Local's 'Tune Detective' comes forth 
with an original work for the combination, something midway be
tween a Chopin Ballade and the third act of Wozzeck. Whatever the 
case may be, I do hope for an invitation to one of these get-togethers 
on my next trip to the coast. Come to think of it, I'm going to stop 
in at Wurlitzer's in the morning and try to pick up a violoopa. That 
way I'd be able to join in the fun. 
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Editor's Note: THE JUIUIARD REVIEW attempts to present a representative coverage of interesting 
activities of alumni and members of the Juilliard faculty, relying, for the most part, on information 
given to the Review by those interested. While the Review would like to have its news coverage as 
complete as possible, it is unable to act as a news-gathering, or news-searching, agency, and can 
only express its regret if omissions sometimes occur. The editors of the Faculty and Alumni Notes 
therefore particularly request alumni and faculty members to communicate items concerning them· 
selves to THE JUILLIARD REVIEW. 

Publications and activities listed will ordinarily include only those of the period elapsed since the 
last appearance of the Review. 
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News of the School 
Two new members have been elected 
to the Board of Directors of Juilliard 
School of Music. They are David M. 
Keiser and Charles M. Spofford. 

Mr. Keiser, President of the Cuban
American Sugar Company and Guan
tanamo Sugar Company, studied 
music seriously as a young man. Born 
in Milwaukee in 1906, he received a 
scholarship to the Juilliard School of 
Music in 1927 where he studied the 
piano under Ernest Hutcheson and 
Carl Friedberg. He has participated 
in a number of concerts and has been 
deeply interested in musical organiza
tions all his life. He has been a mem
ber of the Board of Directors of the 
New York Philharmonic-Symphony 
Society since 1947 and Secretary of 
this Board since 1948. 

Mr. Spofford, a prominent attorney, 
is a native of St. Louis. He graduated 
from Yale in 1924 and Harvard Law 
School in 1928. In 1930 he joined the 
firm of Davis, Polk, Wardwell. Sund
erland and Kiendl, becoming a partner 
in the finn in 1940. He served in the 
war from 1940 to 1945, emerging 
with the rank of Brigadier General, 
and served as U. S. delegate to the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
with the rank of Ambassador. 

Mr. Spofford has been active in the 
field of music for a number of years. 
He is a member of the Board of Di
rectors of the Metropolitan Opera As
sociation and served as its President 
from 1946 to 1950. He is also a 
trustee of the Carnegie Corporation 
and of Union Theological Seminary. 

The death of Evan Evans on Janu
ary 3, 1954 was a loss not only to the 
school but to the whole musical com
munity. Mr. Evans had been a mem-
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her of the Juilliard voice faculty since 
1936, and had been director of the 
Chatauqua School of Music since 
1941. In a career notable for equal 
success as performer and teacher, Mr. 
Evans made his art and his influence 
equally felt, and he leaves a host of 
associates and students who mourn 
his passing. 

Mr. Evans was hom in Birkenhead, 
England, and came to the United 
States in 1920 as a young business 
man. He gave up his business career 
in 1928 to devote himself to singing, 
and was graduated from Juilliard 
Graduate School in 1932. He was but 
53 years old at the time of his death. 

The following statement in memory 
of the late Parker McCollester was un
animously adopted at a meeting of 
the Board of Directors of the School 
held on February 5: 

"Parker McCollester, who died Jan
uary 11, 1954, had been a Director of 
the School since March 9, 1943, Vice 
President from March 8, 1949 to 
March 13, 1953, and Vice Chairman 
since May 22, 1953. 

An outstanding lawyer, McCollester 
was at once a practical man of affairs 
and an idealist. Throughout his dis
tinguished career he followed the pre
cept expressed in his own fine words, 
that intelligence should be nobly used. 
He was a lover and student of music, 
and an accomplished amateur per
former. He was devoted to the in
terests of Juilliard, and this Board 
valued greatly his energy, wide ex
perience, and breadth of vision. 

Parker McCollester was a man of 
charm and humor, who won easily 
and always kept the esteem and af-



fection of his associates. His fellow 
members of this Board will miss him 
sorely." 

On February 27, 1954, Juilliard 
School held its second annual Voca
tional Guidance Conference for high 
school students. A short musical pro
gram was presented, and addresses 
were given by Mr. Schuman, Mr. 
Schubart and Mrs. Mary Van Ess, 
acting director of the School's Place
ment Bureau. 

Recent visitors to the school have 
included Mr. Fernando Laires, in
structor of piano at the National Con
servatory in Lisbon, Portugal, who 
visited Juilliard under the auspices of 
the Teacher Education Program of the 
United States Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare; Dr. Roque 
Cordero, the Director of the Con
servatory of Music at the University 

To Friends 
A little over a year ago I met a 

classmate from high school days whom 
I had not seen in many years. Al
though he is not a professional musi
cian, I was delighted to discover that 
his accomplishments as pianist are not 
inconsiderable and that he has a 
genuine interest in the art of music. 
After a number of questions about his 
activities, the conversation not un
naturally veered to Juilliard. After we 
bad discussed education at the School, 
especially the developments here in 
recent years, he said, "Well, you're 
lucky that you can concentrate on 
teaching music. J uilliard is one school 

of Panama; Mr. H. Yoshita, promi
nent music critic and teacher in 
Tokyo, Japan; Senora Lela de Pereira, 
professor of voice at the University of 
Santiago, Chile; Mr. F. Judd Cook, of 
the New England Conservatory of 
Music. 

The school has recently received, 
from an anonymous donor, an Amati 
violin worth $7500, and a Francois 
Tourte bow worth $1500. These have 
been added to the school's collection 
of instruments, and are available, on 
loan, to faculty and advanced students 
for use in performances. 

A student-faculty Art Show was pre
sented from March 31 to April 9, 
1954 in the Student Lounge. Entries 
included paintings in oils and water
colors, photographs, sculpture, ceram
ics and other crafts. Among the en
trants were more than thirty members 
of the student body, faculty and staff. 

0 f Juilliard 
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that doesn't have to worry about 
money." 

It is difficult for those who take 
the legend of Juilliard wealth for 
granted to realize that the inHation of 
recent years has spared no institution 
which depends upon income from en
dowment. In this short space I can
not tell you in detail the explanation 
I gave my friend to show him why our 
School needs funds in excess of those 
it is now receiving. In general, I de
scribed how the School is operated on 
the basis of an annual subsidy which it 
receives from the Juilliard Musical 
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Foundation and that, as in the instance 
of our great universities, the cost of 
education is far in excess of monies 
collected from tuition fees. 

It is estimated that the cost of edu
cating each Juilliard student is ap
proximately twice the tuition fee he 
pays. In the instance of the sizeable 
group of Juilliard students who hold 
scholarships, the cost is far greater. 
In short, the continually rising costs 
of running the School have, over the 
past ten years, greatly exceeded in
creases in income from tuitions and 
endovnnents. There are many ex
amples that could be cited to make 
this point, but a single one will suf
fice. Ten years ago the maintenance 
cost of the Juilliard buiJding was less 
than half of what it is today. In 
other words, this sizeable budgetary 
item has, in this period of time, in
creased over 10~. 

How can the School meet this situa
tion? Cutting the cost of education can 
be done only by decreasing the scope 
and quality of the educational offer
ings- an inadmissable solution. If 
Juilliard is to continue as it is and has 
been, we must find some way of in
creasing its financial resources. The 
most important immediate need is for 
increased scholarship funds. A dis
tressingly large percentage of Juilliard 
students must devote a considerable 
amount of their time and energy to 
earning their living at a time when 
they should be free, at least during 
the school year, to concentrate on 
their studies. This situation is aggra
vated by the fact that many students 
who should be receiving full scholar
ships are obliged to pay part of their 
tuition because of insufficient funds 
available for scholarships. No student 
whose talent is of ]uiJlia.rd scholarship 
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caliber should be denied an education 
at this school because he cannot pay 
all of the tuition. Therefore, we must, 
in the years ahead, endeavor to raise 
money. There is no thought of making 
an appeal to the general public, for 
our conviction is that those who know 
the School believe in it and will help 
to support it once they are apprized 
of the true facts. 

At the conclusion of the conversa
tion, my old schoolmate expressed the 
thought that there must be many who 
would come to the aid of the School, 
once they understood its need, by 
making an annual contribution. He 
then volunteered to be the first of this 
list by contributing $10, and assured 
me that if he were able to do so be 
would continue year after year, if I 
would remind him when the year was 
up. His prompt reply to my recent 
letter on the anniversary date was 
his check with this year's contribution 
increased to $15. 

If each of you will send me your 
contribution for the scholarship fund 
we can begin at once the task at 
hand. Small contributions in large 
numbers can ease the problem imme
diately, although you will recognize 
that I have no \vish to discourage 
large contributions in large numbers. 
Small or large, what you give is de
ductible from your income tax. 

I look forward to writing, in future 
issues of THE REVIEW, about var
ious activities of the School, not limit
ing myself to financial pressures, al
though I know you understand my 
preoccupation with these. If any of 
you have specific things which you 
wish me to discuss, I would be de
lighted to have your thoughts. 

William Schuman 
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Public Concerts 1954 
JANUARY 8, 1954 

Juilliard String Quartet 
String Quartet in D Major, Op. 76 No.5 (1797) ........... .Franz Joseph Haydn 
Piano Quintet, Op. 47 (1951) ···-·············-···············-········-Wallingford Riegger 

PHILLIP E vANS, piano 
String Quartet in E Minor (From My Life ) (1876) ............ Bedrich Smetana 

JANUARY 22, 1954 
The Juilliard Orchestra 

]EAN MollEL, Conductor 
Overture to B~atrice et B~n~dict (1862-3) ................................... .Hector B erltoz 
Symphony No. 4, in T hr ee Movements (1941) .................... William Schu1nan 
Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in E Minor , O_p. 64 

(1844) ···· ······--···········--····-············· ···· ·······.Felt:~; M endelssohn-Bartholdy 
BETTY ]EAR HAGEN, soloist 

La Valse, po~me chor~ographique (1920) ...................................... Maurice Ravel 

JANUARY 29 AND JANUARY 31, 1954 

The Juilliard Orchestra 
J os~ Limon and Dance Company ................... Frederick Prausnitz, conductor 

Night Spell ·······-············---------··-······-········--··········-····Music Priaulx Rainier 
· Choreography Doris Humphrey 

Ode ............................................................................................ Music Samuel Barber 
(First Performance Anywhere) Choreography Jose Limon 

Day on Earlh .......................... -----···-------·········-···-Music AMon Copland 
Chor eography Doris Humphrey 

Ritnw J ondo .......................................................................... Music Carlos Surinach 

JANUARY 30 AND FEBRUARY 5, 1954 
Choreography Doris Humphrey 

The Exiles ............................ - --········--··--·---·-- ···--···--··-Music Arnold Schoenberg 
Choreography Jose Limon 

Cassandra ................................................................................ Music Aaron Copland 
(First New York Performances) Choreography Pauline Koner 

Ruins and Visiom ............................................................ Music Benjamin Britten 

The ~i!~~ ~!:aJe~-~~--~~~~~~-~~~~---········· -~~~~~-~-~-~if~sft1}!n~;?~~~!Yt 
Arranged by Simon Sadoff 
Choreography Jos~ Limon 

FEBRUARY 6, 1954 
Ode ............................................................................................ Music Samuel Barber 

Choreography Jose Limon 
The Visitation ............. ------------------·--····---·--------·---··--Music Arnold Schoenberg 

Choreography Jose Limon 
Ruins and Visions ............................................................ Music Benjamin Britten 

Choreography Doris Humphrey 
Ritmo J ondo .......................................................................... M usic Carlos Surinach 

Choreography Doris Humphrey 
FEBRUARY 7, 1954 

Ritmo Jondo ............ _ ........................................................... Music Carlos Surinach 
Choreography Doris Humphrey 

Ode ............................................................................................. Music Sa?nuel Barber 
Choreography Jose Limon 

R uins and Visions ......................................................... - Music B enjamin Britten 
Chor eography Doris Humphrey 

The Moors Pavane .................................................................. Music Henry Purcell 
Arranged by Simon Sadoff 

Choreography Jose Limon 
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MEMORIAL CONCERT FOR DR. FRANK DAMROSCH 
U859-19Jn 

FEBRUARY 12, 1954 
Juilliard String Quartet 

R ou&RT MAlflf, uiolin RAPHAEL H ILLY-iR, uiola 
RoBERT Korr, uiolin ARTHITII WINOGIIAD, cello 

String Quartet No.2 in F Major, Op. 41, No. 2 (1842) ....... .Robert Schumann 
String Quartet in G Minor, Op. 10 (1893) ................................ Claude Debus81/ 
String Quartet in E-1lat Major, Op. 127 (1824) ........... .Ludwig van Beethoven 

FEBRUARY 26, 1954 
The Juilliard Orchestra 
Jux M onL, Conductor 

Third Symphony, In One Movement (1938) ....................................... .Roy Harris 
Cathedrals (1952) ............................................................................. .Betty Sawyer 

(First Performance Anywhere) 
Concerto No. 3 in C Minor for Piano and 

Orchestra, Op. 37 (1800) ..................................... .Ludwig van Beethoven 
!uNEA Nl< Down, soloist 

La Trag~die de Salome, music for a 
mimodrama, Op. 50 (1907-10) ......................................... .Flo1-ent Schmitt 

MARCH 5, 1954 
A Concert of Chamber Music 

String Quintet in C Major, Op. 163 (1828) ............ - ............... .Fronz S chubert 
MosH Jt M URVlTZ, uiolin DoNALD HoPtrtNs, uio/o 
MAttY F nttWAM, uio/i,. UzJAUu Wu:.s.u., ' c•llo 

WALLAa RusHIUlf, 'c•llo 
Six Songs (1888-1896) .............................................................................. Hugo Wolf 

SARAH DuBIN, sopra..o D AVID GARVEY, pi4no 
Quartet for Piano and Strings (1950) ........................ _ ............. ..AMon Copland 

J o A!f Baowx , piano AlfM BARAK, uiolo 
'r"Eil:EIA YAMHill , uioli" E v ALYII STEuraocx, 'c•llo 

MARCH 12, 1954 
A Concert of Compositions by Students of the School 

Laude, Pieces with Medieval Texts (1952) .............................. Jacob Druckm.an 
FREDERICJC GnanN, baritone D o NALD H o PKINS, uio/o 
WALTER D UII I r.Aw, flute i" G E v ALYN SniN BOCJC, 'c•llo 

Adagio for String Quartet (1950) ................................................... Stanl.ey Wolfe 
SERGE llLAIIC, uioli" S ALVATORI T IWPA, viola 
RAY>COIID PAGz violi" ERHEST LLoYD, 'ullo 

Sonata for Piano (1953) ............................................ _ .................... .Bett11 Sawyer 
J.r.cx Cox 

Five Songs (1952--54) .. - ............................................................. ..Anthony Strillw 
DAlfAE KOUTSOPOITLOS, 10/WDM 
PAUL H oLw.xs, pUJPio 

Sonatina for Piano (1952) ............................................................. .Louis Calabro 
Eo1soll McDAIIID. 

Music for Brasses (1953) ............................................................... .Robert Dennu 
L YU VAll Wtz, ln•mPd CHARLES HECKJUUW.D, hONS 

MARCH 19, 1954 

DoNALD Bt.:JCill>KTTt, trump11 Hun:ttT NEXDLW.All , troml>0>11 

A Concert Sponsored by The Juilllard Alumni Association 
for the Benefit of the Alumni Scholarship Fund 

Six Songs (1880-1891) ········- ·-·--···-··-··-··- ···· .. -···-·-·-----···--··-.Hugo Wolf 
}.fACX HARRELl., l>arito,.. SEIIGIUS !V.GEX, pjaM 

Sonata for Solo Violin, Op. 11 (1947) ........................................ Serge Prolwfief! 
Oulao u G u 11• 

Ten Songs ...... . . . .. . .................................................. - .............. S ergius Kagen 
MACI< H.r.aar:u., bariton1 S aRGIUS KAGEl! , piano 

Sonata for Violin and Piano .......................... _ .............................. .Aaron Copland 
Ct.ttttou G u11•, uioli,. llAttttY KOIIDAXI, pUJM 
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MARCH 26, 1954 
Concert of Chamber Music 

Historia. di E zechicL ....... - ......................... - ....... Giaccmto Carissimi (1605-1674) 
Sopranos: LYNif Ct.AltxJ: Baritones: MTBin Buuows, Dominws 

PJUsCILL.\ SHELTOII" Pnn FuMoxas 
Altos: RJ:GIIfA SAUATY, Isai<U Violins: Mno!f KAliTKAN 

]AifiCE Runz MARTHA MARsllALL 
Tenors : GIIAI'T \VILLIAKS, Euchia Cdlo: NINA PAUSAMIAN 

].Untl BllACH 
Harpsichord continuo: STODDAII.D LIIfCOLif 

Fantasy in C for Violin and Piano, Op. 159 (c. 1827) .......... -Franz Schubert 
M osxz MUIIVITZ. viDiin ALta SHAPIRO, />i4M 

Berceuses du Chat (1915-16) ...... -----·-·······-·············-·················Jgor Stravinsky 
MARY MAcKExnE, contralto DAVID KALINA, cklrind 
ROGu Hn.ua, cU.rin~t DoNALD LITDCBY, clarinet 

Quintet for Piano and Strings (1936) ................................................ Roy H OIT"T'is 
BEVERIDGE WaBSTEll/ piat10 BARBAIIA LoxG, violi11 
MUIUIAY Am.u, via;,. RAPHAEL FEIN~TEIN, viola 

DAVID FioE:E.o, 'ce/U. 

APRIL 4, 6, 8, 1954 
Capriccio 

A Conversation Piece for Music in One Act 
by Clemens Krauss and Richard S trauss (Opus 85) 

F irst American Performances 
EnglUh tramlatioo by Mari<s Massey 
Commissioned by the ]uilliard Musical Foundation for the ]uilliard Opera Theater 

Cut: 
Tbe Counless 

The Count, 11M lwothM 
Flamand, o mwsida,. 
Olivier, a pod 
LaRoche, a thealer director 
The actres!; Clairon 
Monsieur 1 aupe 
An Italian singer 
An Italian tenor 
A young: dancer 
The MaJordomo 

GI.OJUA DAVY (Ttusday) 
SAJtAB RuooES (Sunday and Thwrsday) 
RoBDT Rus 
WILLlAW BU.IfJO;liSBIP 
FREDE1llCI< GEIISTI!K 
TBOWAS STEWART 
MARY MAcKEll%111 
GJtAifT WILLIAMS 
SuosnAifA SnosnAx 
ROBERT TEVRI ZlAII 
SALLY HoutoYo 
WtLL1AK SPARKS 

Servants : StLAS BAKER, M ERLJI HorsTAD, P ETER ] ou"L, Jouxxv ]ouxso11, MALcoLw Noarox, 
. CLARK PETERsoN, EootE PaiLLJPS, LAWRENCE STITU 

Musicians: Mosuz AlAITAY, SnELI>OII K UJU.AIID, MICHAEL CnARRY 

TH E ]DlLLLARD OacnESTRA 
Musical Direction ..... ~ ..................................................................................................... Fr~deric Wt!.ldmt!.n 

Stage Direction ........................................................................... - ............... _ .................... .Frederic Cohen 
Scenic Design and Lighting ................ ~ .... - ............... - .............................................. .Fr~derick Kiul~r 
Costumes and Malceup .......................... ~ .............. --.............................. ~ .......................... Leo """ Witsen 

Assistant Conductor ................ ·---~--·--· ·-··----······----·--·---··--··-·---·~----· ···---.Paul Vermel 
Assistants to lbe Stage Director .... ~ ........... .Eis4 Kt!.ltl, Morttm Sieg~l, Philip Kn~Md' 
T echnical Director and Stage Manager ....................... ~ ................... Thomas DeGadani 

~:~~--Ei;ur~r;.-;;::::::~·::::::::::::::::.::::.·.:·:::~:·::.:·.::·::::.::~~::·:.~:.:·.:·.~.:·:.::::::·.:::·~:::::7~~ .. 8D"~~~~ 
Master Carpenter ........................................................................ - ... Fred~rick Strassbwrg 

Jullllard School of Music, In association with the 
Municipal Broadcast ing System, presents a weekly 
series of broadcast concerts comprising transcrlp· 
tlons of public performances at t he School. 
These broadcasts are heard each Saturday evening 
from 8:30 t o 10:00 o'clock over stat ions WNYC and 
WNYC·FM. 
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Faculty Activities 

RECENT PUBLICATIONS: 

Music: 

MARION BAUER: DU() for clarinet and 
oboe, opus 25. C. E. Peters Corp. 

SERcros KAcEN: I Think I Could Tum, 
voice and piano. Mercury Music Corp. 
Merrwry, Hither Come, voice and 
piano. Mercury Music Corp. 

PETER MENNIN: Symphony No. 5. 
Carl Fischer, Inc. 

Lmci Sn.vA: 24 Paganini Caprices, 
transcribed for the violoncello. G. Ri
cordi and Co. 

RoBERT STARER: Symphony No. 2, 
Israel Music Publishers. 
Sonata for Piano. Leeds Music Corp. 
Kohelet, for Baritone, Soprano, 
Chorus and Orchestra. Leeds Music 
Corp. 

RECENT RECORDINGS: 

Composers: 

HENRY BRANT: Concerto for Saxo
phone and Orchestra ( 1941), Sigurd 
Rascher, soloist, Thor Johnson, cond., 
Cincinnati Symphony Orch. Reming
ton LP. 

PETER MENNIN: Symphony No. 3, 
Dimitri Mitropoulos, cond., New York 
Philharmonic Symphony Orch. Colum
bia LP. 
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Concertato for Orchestra, Hans Swar
owsky, cond., American Recording So
ciety Orch. American Recording So
ciety LP. 
String Quartet No. 2, JUILLIARD 
STRING QuARTET. Columbia LP. (ML-
4844) 

Wn.LIAM ScHUMAN: Undertow, Jo
seph Levine, cond., Ballet Theatre 
Orch. Capitol LP. (P-8238) 

RoBERT STARER: Three Piano Pieces 
from An American Album, performed 
by the composer. Circle LP. 

Performers: 

SuZANNE BLOCH: Lesser-known 
Shakespearean music, taken from orig
inal manuscripts and tablatures, per
formed on the lute and virginals and 
sung to the lute. Concert Hall LP. 

SASCHA GoRODNITZXI: Brahms, Varia
tions on a Theme of Paganini and 
Variations and Fugue on a Theme of 
Handel. Capitol LP. (P-8227) 

BERNARD GREENHOUSE: Arthur Berger, 
Duo for Cello and Piano, with 
Anthony Makas, piano. Columbia LP. 
(ML 4846) 

MACK HARRELL: Role of Nick Shadow 
in Igor Stravinsky's The Rake's, Prog
ress, Igor Stravinsky, cond., Metro
politan Opera Orchestra and Chorus. 
Set of 3 Columbia LPs. (SL-125) 



JUlLLIARD STRING QUABTET: Irving 
Fine, String Quartet. Columbia LP. 
(ML-4843) 

JoHN MEBEGAN: Solo pianist in Show 
Tunes of Leonard Bernstein. Perspec
tive LP. (3) 

LUIGI Sn.vA: Virgil Thomson Cello 
Concerto, with Janssen Symphony. 
Columbia LP. (ML-4468) 

RoSALYN 'I'tmECK:J. S. Bach, Six Par
titas. Set of 4 Roy LPs. (1415, 1416, 
1417, 1418) 

J. S. Bach, WeU-Ternpered Clavier, 
Books I and ll. Set of 6 Decca LPs. 
(DX-127, DX-128) 

FIRST PERFORMANCES OF NEW WORKS: 
Composers: 
HuGH Arnc:EN: Fantasy, for violin and 
piano; Town Hall, N.Y.C., March 24, 
1954; David Davis, violin and DAVID 
GABVEY, (Juilliard 1948) piano. 

MAJUON BAUER: Duo for clarinet and 
oboe, Four Moods for piano, Trio 
Sonata for flute, cello, and piano; all 
per.formed at Composers Forum, Mc
Millin Theater, Columbia University, 
February 5, 1954. 

HENRY BRANT: Millenium 2 (1953) 
for 10 trumpets, 10 trombones, 8 
horns, 2 tubas, 4 percussion, and 
singer; Cooper Union, N.Y.C., Jan
uary 10, 1954; David Broeckman, 
cond., Local 802 Orchestra. This 
work was commissioned by BMI and 
was/ erformed as part of a series en
title Music in the Making. 

Encephalograms (1954) for soprano, 
8 horns, harp, piano, vibraphone, 
glockenspiel, xylophone, timpani; 
Cooper Union, N.Y.C., March 7, 1954; 
David Broeckman, cond., Local 802 
Orchestra. This work was performed 
as part of Music in the Making. 
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Ceremony (1954) for solo violin, solo 
oboe, solo cello, soprano, alto, tenor, 
baritone, woodwinds, muted brass, 
percussion, and pianos; McMillin 
Theater, Columbia University, April 
3, 1954; Howard Shanet, cond. This 
work was commissioned by Columbia 
U Diversity. 

CECILY LAMBERT: Sonata No. 4 for 
piano; Griffith Auditorium, Newark, 
N.J., January 31, 1954; WILLIAM 
MA.SSELOS (Juilliard 19~), piano. 

WILLIAM SCHUMAN: Voyage (a cycle 
of five pieces for piano). First N.Y. 
performance, Lexington Avenue "Y," 
April 6, 1954; BEVERIDGE WEBSTER, 
piano. 

EowABD STEUEBMANN: Seven Waltzes 
for String Quartet, at the third con
cert of the !SCM series, N.Y.C.; Gali
mir String Quartet. 

BEBl'.'ARD WAGENAAR: A Short Over
ture for orchestra; Louisville, Ky., 
March 6, 1954; Robert Whitney, 
cond., Louisville Philharmonic. 

OTHER ACTIVITIES: 

JoSEPH BLOCH is making a recital tour 
of Europe with concerts in England, 
France, the Netherlands, Switzerland, 
and Spain from May 15 to July 15, 
1954. This tour is being made partly 
under the auspices of the State De
partment, and will include one special 
recital in Paris for UNESCO. 

JANE CARLSON appeared as soloist 
with the Gothenburg Symphony Or
chestra, Sweden, on January 13, 1954, 
and also appeared on the Oslo, Nor
way Radio during January, 1954. 

FREDERIC CoHEN has been appointed 
director of the Opera Department of 
the Berkshire Music Center at Tangle
wood, Lenox, Mass. Working with him 
will be the following members of the 



Faculty Activities 

Juilliard Opera • Theater: FREDERic 
WALDMAN, ELSA KA.m., LEo vAN 

WrrsEN, MoRTON SIEGEL, THoMAS 
DEGAET.ANI, and PAUL VERMEL. 

.ARTHUR ClnusTMA.NN has been named 
conductor of the Ridgewood, N. J. 
Symphony Orchestra. 

VERNoN DETAR gave a lecture on 
Hymnody on March 24, 1954, before 
the Institute of Church Music held 
at St. 'John's Episcopal Church, 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

SASCHA GoaonNITLKI served as a judge 
for the Semi-finals and Finals of a 
special nation-wide Steinway Centen
nial Award Audition for pianists, spon
sored by the National Federation of 
Music Clubs. 

DoRIS HUMPHREY is the recipient of 
the third annual Capezio Award, an 
award established by Ben Sommers, 
president of Capezio, Inc. to bring 
recognition to achievements in the 
dance world. The award carries a cita
tion reading, in part, ". . . for her 
creative leadership in the modem 
dance, and for the distinguished rep
ertoire with which she has enriched 
it," and a cash prize of $500. The 
presentation was made on March 9, 
1954, by WILLIAM SCHUMAN, guest 
of the selection committee, at an in
vitation luncheon. 

The JUILLIARD STRING QUARTET pre
sented the complete Bartok String 
Quartets on March 12 and 13, 1954, 
as part of the Fourth Festival of Con
temporary Music sponsored by the 
Oberlin Conservatory of Music, Ober
lin, Ohio. 

PEARL LANe has been appointed di-
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rector of the Modem Dance Depart
ment of the Jacob's Pillow Dance Fes
tival, Lee, Mass. She has also been 
commissioned by the Festival to 
choreograph and dance a new group 
work to a score selected from music 
of J. S. Bach. 

JoHN MEB:EGAN is writing a monthly 
article on jazz for Metronome maga
zine. 

PETER MENNIN served as a judge for 
the Young Composers Contest spon
sored by the National Federation of 
Music Clubs. 

JEAN MoREL has been appointed di
rector of the Orchestra Department 
of the Berkshire Music Center at 
Tanglewood, Lenox, Mass. He will 
also appear as conductor of the Boston 
Symphony Orchestra in a Tanglewood 
concert on July 24, 1954. 

VINCENT PERSICHETTI served as a 
judge for the Wisconsin Federation 
of Music Clubs contest to choose a 
twenty-minute orchestral piece written 
by a Wisconsin native or resident. 

VIOLA PETERS is serving as roach and 
consultant for the Triple Cities Opera 
Workshop, Binghamton, N.Y., a com
munity opera association. 

EDITH PIPER and LoUISE BEHREND 
have been appointed to the faculty 
of the Summer School of Music at 
Mary Washington College of the Uni
versity of Virginia, Fredericksburg, 
Va. 

STUART SANKEY has been named con
ductor of the Symphony Orchestra of 
the Jewish Community House of 
Bensonhurst, Brooklyn, N.Y. 



Faculty Activities 

MARK SCHUBART represented Juilliard 
School of Music at a regional meeting 
of the National Association of Schools 
of Music held in Baltimore, Md., Feb
uary 20, 1954. 

On January 11, 1954, Wn.LIAM SCHU
MAN was awarded an honorary Degree 
of Doctor of Music by Columbia 
University. The presentation reads: 
"Son of Columbia and composer of 
challenging works in the field of sym
phonic music and music of the the
atre; an artist whose qualities of pro
ficiency and leadership among musi
cians were recognized by his early 
designation as president of one of our 
country's important conservatories; 
whose honors include that of receip
ient of the first Pulitzer prize awarded 
for musical composition; his gifts en
rich the cultural heritage of our gen
eration." 

(Signed) Grayson Kirk, President 

Mr. Schuman is serving as a judge for 
the BMI 1954 student composition 
awards, the winners of which will be 
announced June 1, 1954. He is also 
serving as a member of the committee 
which selects works to be recorded for 
Columbia Records' Modern American 
Music series. 
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DAVIS SHUMAN was soloist for the 
world premiere of Darius Milhaud's 
Concertina d'Hioer for trombone 
(angular) and strings, March 28, 
1954, Prospect Heights High School, 
Brooklyn, N. Y., with the Brooklyn 
Community Symphony Orchestra, 
Mn.TON .KATIMS, cond. This work 
was commissioned by The Hunterdon 
County Art Center, Clinton, N. J., 
for Mr. Shuman. 

Eow ARD STEUERMANN will perform 
the Alban Berg Kammerkonzert in 
Vienna on June 18, 1954, at the sixth 
International Music Festival held 
there. 
He will also perform all the Arnold 
Schoenberg piano works, including a 
performance with orchestra of the 
Piano Concerto in Daimstadt, Ger
many at the Kranichsteiner Musik
institut where, from August 12 to 
August 29, he will teach a seminar 
in modem piano music. 

RosALYN TuREcx appeared as solo 
pianist in W ALLINCFORD fu:ECCER'S 

(Institute of Musical Art, 1907) Con
certo for Piano and Woodwind Quin
tet on February 19, 1954, at the Li
brary of Congress. 



Alumni 

The Juilliard Review wishes to of
fer its apologies for errors of facts in its 
first issue: 

To The Juilliard Alumni Associa
tion for reporting that its officers were 
elected at a meeting, and for the 
period 1953-54. The officers of the 
Association were elected by mail bal
lot, for three-year terms. 

To Mr. I gor Buketoff, Mr. Frank 
Brieff, and the orchestras which they 
direct. The Fort Wayne Symphony 
Orchestra, conducted by Mr. Buketoff, 
and the New Haven Symphony Or
chestra, conducted by Mr. Brieff, are 
of course professional organizations of 
recognized standing. We greatly re
gret that our news notes made them 
appear among amateur groups. 

Prizes and Awards: 

JAMES DALGLEISH was the co-winner 
of the George Gershwin Memorial 
Contest for an orchestral composi
tion. The award carries a cash prize 
of $1,000 which was d ivided be
tween the winners, and a premiere 
performance of the prize-winning 
works by the New York Philhar
monic Symphony Orchestra, con-
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ducted by Dimitri Mitropoulos. Mr. 
Dalgleish's composition is entitled 
Statement for Orchestra. 

PAUL RAMsEmB, JR. received a prize 
of $500 from the Louisville, Ky., 
Orchestra, in a competition for stu
dent orchestral scores. 

RICHAIID RoDGERS received the Temple 
Emanu-El, New York City, annual 
award for "contribution to the com
munity," presented on January 19, 
1954. 

JEAN WENTWORTH, pianist, has been 
chosen from eighty-eight contest
ants as one of the four winers of the 
thirtie th annual Walter W. Naum
burg Musical Foundation competi
tion. She will appear next fall in a 
Town Hall recital sponsored by the 
Foundation. 

Recent Publications: 

Books: 

JAN HoLeMAN: The Legacy of Cho
pin, New York, Philosophical Li
brary, $2.50. 

IRVING KoLODIN: Story of the Metro
politan Opera, New York, Alfred A. 
Knopf, $7 .50. 



Music: 

RoBERT EVETr: The Mask of Cain, 
poems of the Civil War, SATB a 
cappella, Peer International Corp. 

HELEN WINDSOR: The Emperors 
Nightingale, a children's operetta, 
G. Schirmer and Co. 
Thumbelina, based on fairy tales by 
Hans Christian Andersen, G. Schir
mer and Co. 

Recent Recordings: 
LEONID liAMBRo: Mozart Sonata 

K. 331 and Haydn Sonatas No. 1, 
E flat major No. 2, D minor. 
Remington LP. (199-135) 
Beethoven 32 Variations in C minor 
and Six Bagatelles, opus 126. Cook 
L.P. (1039) 

MICHAEL RABIN: Sarasate Zigeuner
weisen, Paganini Perpetual Motion, 
and Novcaek Perpetual Motion, 
with the Columbia Symphony Or
chestra, Donal Voorhees, conduct
ing. Columbia L.P. (AL-38) 

EDDIE SAUTER: The Sound of the 
Sauter-Finnegan Band. Victor LP. 
(LPM-1009) 

First Performances of New Works: 
JAMEs DALGLEISH: String Quartet, Jan

uary 28, 1954, on the Bennington 
Composers' Conference Series, Lex
ington "Y," N. Y. C. 
Ballad for violin and piano, March 
2, 1954, on the Bennington Com
posers' Conference Series, Lexing
ton "Y," N. Y. C. 

NoRMAN DELLo Joro: Two-piano ver
sion of the suite from the ballet 
On Stage, Carnegie Hall, January 8, 
1954, Pierre Luboshutz and Genia 
Nemenoff, pianists. 

TEo MACERO: Quartet Concertante, a 
12-tone jazz piece, February 7, 
1954, Cooper Union, N. Y. C. 

HALL OVERT~: String Quartet No. 2 
and Piano Sonata at Composers 
Forum, McMillin Theater, Colum
bia University, March 20, 1954. 
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LoUISE TALMA: Two Etudes for Piano, 
performed by the composer, Feb
ruary 13, 1954, special Kappa Mu 
Epsilon recital on radio station 
WNYC. 

Miscellaneous Items of Musical Interest: 
MARION ALCH, tenor, and Sn.VIA CAR

LISLE, soprano, are curently appear
ing in opera in Aachen, Germany. 

AooLPH ANDERSON and SAM Kru.cu
MALNICX: will be associated with the 
Opera Department of the Berkshire 
Music Center at Tanglewood,Lenox, 
Massachusetts, this summer. 

BETHANY BEARDSLEE, soprano, and 
JACQUES LoUIS MoNon, pianist and 
conductor, preSented two duo re
citals February 15, 1954, and May 
3, 1954, at the Lexington "Y," 
N. Y. C., performing all the works 
for voice and piano by Anton 
W ebem and Alban Berg, those for 
soprano and piano by Arnold 
Schoenberg, and three works by 
Milton Babbitt. Included were per
formances of works in manuscript 
by Webem and Berg, and a first 
performance of Vision and Prayer 
by Milton Babbitt. These recitals 
were presented under the auspices 
of the !SCM. 

HELEN BRAINARD, pianist, made her 
Town Hall, N. Y. C., debut on 
March 17, 1954. 

MARGARET HARsHAw, soprano, made 
her first appearance as Sieglinde in 
the Metropolitan Opera Associa
tion's production of Die Walkuere 
on February 23, 1954. She has also 
been invited to sing the role of 
Bruenhilde in the two Ring cycles 
to be presented at London's Covent 
Garden in May and June, 1954. 

JULIUs HEcYI, conductor of the Abi
lene (Texas) Symphony Orchestra, 
presented the world premiere of 
Macon Sumerlin's ballet Masquer
ade on March 29 and 30, 1954, in 
Abilene. 



Alumni Notes 

DAVID KATZ has recently formed the 
Queens Symphony, an amateur or
chestra, which gave its initial con
cert January 22, 1954, at which the 
first performance of Don Gillis' 
Stone Mountain was presented. 

RACHEL KoEFOD, pianist, made her 
Town Hall, N. Y. C., debut on 
March 7, 1954. 

THE LA SALLE QUARTET, (WALTER 
LEVIN, HENRY MEYER, violins, 
PETER KAMNITZER, viola. Richard 
Kapascinski, cello) , presented the 
first concert in its series for school 
children of the Greater Cincinnati 
schools on January 15, 1954. 

RoBERT MANDELL has recently 
founded the Society for the Secpnd 
Performance of American Music and 
has presented two concerts, Febru
ary 27, 1954, and March 20, 1954, 
at the New School for Social Re
search, New York City. The March 
20 concert included a performance 
of a Quint et for bassoon and strings, 
written by ELLIOT GREENBERG. 

EDDY MANSON, harmonica player and 
composer, recently composed the 
score for the motion picture Little 
Fugitive. He is also active as a 
writer, articles of his on music 
having appeared in Film Music, The 
Actor's Magazine, and Metronome 
magazines. 

MARIQUITA MoLL made her Metropol
itan Opera debut on February 4, 
1954, singing the role of Waltraute 
in Die W alkuere. She also appeared 
as Ariadne in the Little Orchestra 
Society's presentation of Strauss' 
Ariadne auf Naxos, a concert per
formance of a new English trans
lation, on March 8, 1954. 

Tim NEW ART WIND QUINTET, (AN
DREW LoLYA, flute, MELVIN KAP
LAN, oboe, Irving Neidlich, clarinet, 
TINA DI DARio, bassoon, Earl Chap-
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in, hom) , have been invited to re
turn to the facu1ty of the Summer 
School of Music at Mary Washing
ton College, University of Virginia, 
Fredericksburg, Va. 

LEoNTYNE PRicE was one of the three 
American soloists at an international 
conference sponsored by the Euro
pean Center of Cu1ture, the Con
gress for Cu1tural Freedom, and the 
Italian National Radio in Rome 
April 6, 7 and 8, 1954. 

MICHAEL RABIN provides the off
screen violin performances in the 
new MGM motion picture Rhap
sody. 

IRVING RosENTHAL (French Horn) is 
contributing editor of Woodwind 
Magazine. 

CH.uu.Es SCHIFF has organized a new 
community orchestra for the Evan
der Childs Evening Adu1t Center, 
N. Y. C. He is also serving as di
rector of the Manhattan Chamber 
Orchestra. 

RisE STEVENS created the title role in 
Virgilio Mortari's new opera La 
Figtia del Diavolo which received 
its premiere in Milan. March 24, 
1954. 

Several alumni are making regu1ar ap
pearances on the TV programs 
Opera Cameos and Omnibus. They 
include PATRICIA BYBELL, RosE
MARY KUHLMANN, LEON LlsHNER, 
PHYLLIS LoMMEL, JEANNE MADEI
RA, MARGARET RocCERo, and PAUL 
Un:NA. 

Notable Appointments: 
SAMUEL GARDNER has been appointed 

Director of The Brooklyn College 
of Music, Brooklyn, New York. 

JULWs HUEHN has been named di
rector of the Chautauqua, N. Y. 
School of Music, and head of its 
voice department. 



Alumni Notes 

EooAR SCHENXMAN will serve for the 
third year as director of the Summer 
School of Music at Mary Washing
ton College of the University of Vir
ginia. 

PETER J. WILHousn has been named 
director of music of the New York 
City Board of Education. 

More Alumni in Teaching Positions: 

Al..AN BRAMSON, teacher of instru
mental music in the North Salem, 
N. Y., and Lewisboro, N. Y. schools. 

LoRRAINE BYMAN, harp instructor, 
University of Tulsa, Oklahoma. 

REGINALD R. GERIG, assistant profes
sor of music, Wheaton College, 
Wheaton, Illinois. 

MARGARET KOMMEL teaches voice and 
theory at the Conservatory of Mu
sic, Susquehanna University, Selins
grove, Pa.; she is also a member of 
the voice faculty of the Chautauqua, 
N. Y. School of Music. 

HERBERT MELNICK: teaches piano at 
Stephens College, Columbia, Mo. 

PETER RE is an assistant professor 
of music at Colby College, Water
ville, Me. 

RoBERT RuoA has opened the Ruda 
School of Music, Charleston, S. C. 

RoY TRAVIS is a member of the faculty 
of the Mannes College of Music. 

KEITH WALLINGFORD teaches piano at 
the University of Oklahoma, Nor
man, Okla. 

Alumni Not Exactly in Music: 

.ANNE LEE CEGLIS who bas been 
named women's affairs director of 
Radio Station WGH, Portsmouth, 
Va. 

JuANITA FIA.u. who is starring in a 
new daytime serial The Story of 
Ruby Valentine, a series concerning 
the life of a former singer, carried 
by the new National Nego Network. 

CARSTEN JANTZEN, now a pre-medical 
student, who presented a one-man 
exhibit of copper art, January 20-
27, 1954, in Charleston, S. C. 

JUILLIARD SCHOOL Of MUSIC 
LIBRARY 

120 ClAREti.D.:T N/E .• NEW YORK 27 
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TAKES PRIDE IN ANNOUNCING THE ACQUISITION OF THE AXELROD MUSIC PUBLICATIONS 

Among the worlcs available are: 

PIANO SOLO 
BAUER, MARION 

Aquarelle, Op. 39, No. 1. . . . . . . .60 
Fancy, A, Op. 21, No. 1. . . . . . . . .50 

BEHREN[)', JEANNE 
Dance Into Space....... . ..... .75 
Quiet Piece . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .60 

BOWLES, PAUL 
Huapango No. 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .60 
Huapango No. 2 "EI Sol". . . . . . . .60 

COWELL, HENRY 
Amerind Suite .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1.25 

CRESTON, PAUL 
Five Dances, Op. 1. .. .. .. .. .. . 1.50 
Prelude and Dance No. 2, Op. 29 .75 

FICHER, JACOBO 
Six Animal Fables, Op. 38 ... ea. .50 

FREED, ISADORE 
lntrada and Fugue .. .. .. .. .. .. 1.00 

GOLDMAN, RICHARD F. 
Nine Bagatelles .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .75 

GRETCHANINOFF, ALEXANDER 
Second Sonata, Op . .174.. . ..... 1.50 

GREEN, RAY 
An American Bourree, 

from " Dance Set" . . . . . . . . . . .75 
HANDEL, G. F. (Marion Bauer) 

Six Easy Fugues. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 
JACOBI, FREDERICK 

Introduction and Toccata . . . . . . 1.25 
Prelude in E Minor....... .. . .. .75 
Toccata . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75 

LORA, ANTONIO 
Gavotte .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .60 
Waltz in Gb Major.. .. .. . .. .. . .60 

MacCOLL, HUGH F. 
Noel Sketches .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1.25 

MOORE, DOUGLAS 
Museum Piece . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .60 

SLONI MSKY, NICOLAS 
Modinha Russo-Brasileira . . . . . . .50 
Silhouettes lberiennes . . . . . . . . 1.25 
Tintinnabulations . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 
Two Etudes .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .75 
Yellowstone Park Suite. . . . . . . . 1.25 

SUKOENIG, SIDNEY 
Railroad Tune . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .40 

WORK, JOHN W. 
Appalachia (3 Fiddle and 

Game Tunes) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 
Scuppernong .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .75 

TWO PIANOS-FOUR HANDS 
SLONIMSKY, NICOLAS 

My Toy Balloon (Variations on a 
Brazilian Tune) . ... . (2 copies) 2.00 

VOCAL SOLOS AND 
COLLECTIONS 

BOWLES, PAUL 
An American Hero .. . .. .. .. .. . .60 
Green Songs .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . 1.00 
Scenes from the Door . . . . . . . . . 1.00 

HILL, M. WOOD 
Songs from "Calliope" 

(Collection) .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 2.00 
MacCOLL, HUGH F. 

Two Keats Songs (M) .. . .. .. .. . .60 
SLONIMSKY, NICOLAS 

Gravestones at Hancock, 
New Hampshire .. .. .. .. .. .. 1.25 

I Owe a Debt to a Monkey (H). . .50 
TCHAIKOVSKY, P. I. (R. F. Goldman) 

To Approaching Sleep . . . . . . . . . .60 

FLUTE 
GOLDMAN, RICHARD FRANKO 

Two Monochromes . . . . . . . . . . . .40 
GOLDMAN, RICHARD FRANKO 

Divertimento (with piano) . . . . . . 1.50 

ALTO SAXOPHONE AND PIANO 
CRESTON, PAUL 

Sonata, Op. '19 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3.50 

Bb TRUMPET 
GOLDMAN, EDWIN FRANKO 

Scherzo (with Piano Accomp.)... 1.00 

ALEC TEMPLETON, INC. Music Publishers 
118 WEST 57 ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y. 



flow avaifatfe in Gnf1/i6k1 

PAUL HINDEMITH 
Traditional Harmony 

Book II 
Exercises for Advanced Students 

Distinguished as a scholar, performer, composer, conductor, and 
teacher, Paul Hindemith adds a new volume to his published 
writings on musical theory, Book II, Traditional Harmony. Pre· 
sented as compositional sketches, this new material urges the 
student to extend his imaginative and technical powers beyond 
the scope of any ordinary classroom exercises. 45 problems for 
different instruments and voices, contrapuntal and homophonic 
styles, sonatas, variations, canons and fugues are included. The 
English text is by Arthur Mendel, chairman, Department of Music, 
Princeton University. prl~e. $2.50 

other theoretical worlcs by Paul Hindemith 

TRADITIONAL HARMONY, Book L. ...................... $2.00 
A concentrated course in t he principles of Classic and 
Romantic harmony. A minimum of rules, a maximum of 
exercises. 

ELEMENTARY TRAINING FOR MUSICIANS ............ 3 .25 
An intensive drill book for achieving professional skill in 
ear training, rhythmic accuracy, sight reading, notation 
and other musical essentials. 

THE CRAFT OF MUSICAL COMPOSITION, Book I 3 .00 
A basic re-examination of the tonal elements of music-
tone, interval, chord, melody, scale, key--and the results 
as applied to practical composition. 

EXERCISES IN TWO-PART WRITING, Book IL ...... 3 .00 
A practical outline of the problems of melody, intervals, 
and counterpoint- and all their tonal ramifications. 

ASSOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC. 
publishers & importers of fl ne music 

25 WEST 45th STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y. 
6331 HOUYWOOD BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CAL 



a short extrad of SCORES 

RECENT PUBLICATIONS 
full scores 

Willy Burkhard 

Aaron Copland 

Alexei Haieff 
Gordon Jacob 

Bohuslav Martlnu 
Richard Strauss 
Igor Stravinsky 

pocket scores 
Aaron Copland 
Othmar Schoeck 
Richard Strauss 
Igor Stravinsky 

vocal scores 

Bela Bartok 
Benjamin Britten 
Bohuslav Martinu 

Igor Stravinsky 

Serenade for Flute, Bassoon, Horn, Violin, 
Viola, Bass and Harp .. ... . ............ . 

Toccata for String Orch ....... . .... . . . ... . . 
John Henry for Orch . . ...... . ......... . . . . 
Preamble for a Solemn Occasion for Orch. 

and Narrator (optional) ............ . . . . . . 
Divertimento for Chamber Orch ............. . 
Serenade for 2 Flutes, 2 Oboes, 2 Clarinets, 

and 2 Bassoons ....................... . 
SinfonieHa La Jolla for Chamber Orch. and Piano 
Symphonie fur Blaser (Symphony for Winds) .... 
Septet for Clarinet, Horn, Bassoon, Piano, 

Violin, Viola and 'Cello .. .. ..... ........ . 

Sextet for Clarinet, Piano and String Quartet ... . 
Concerto for Horn and String Orch ........ . .. . 
Symphonie fur Blaser (Symphony for Winds) ... . 
Cantata for Soprano, Tenor, Female Chorus 

and Small Instrumental Ensemble ........ . . 

2.50 
2.50 
2.50 

3.00 
5.00 

5.00 
7 .50 

12.50 

3 .75 

1.50 
1.25 
6 .00 

1.25 

Bluebeard's Castle . ...... . (libretto .40) . . . . . . 6 .00 
Gloriana ........... . ... (libretto .75) . . . . . . 15.00 
Comedy on the Bridge .............. . .... . 
The Marriage . .................. . ....... . 
What Men Live By .... . ......... . . .. ..... . 
The Rake's Progress . .. .... (libretto .75) ..... . 

COMPLETE CATALOGS IN All CATEGORIES 

OF MUSIC ON REQUEST (please state 

your field of Interest I • 

• 
TEMPO MAGAZINE 

5 .00 
6 .50 
4.50 

15.00 

AN IUUSTRATED QUARTERLY REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MUSIC AND BAUET COVERING 

THE INTERNATIONAL FIELD. Yearly Subscrlptlon-2.00 

dept. 370 

30 WEST 57th ST. 

N.Y.C. 19, N.Y. 
BOOSEY and HAWKES 



OUTSTANDING WORKS BY PETER MENNIN 
Choral Music 

SETTINGS OF FOUR CHINESE POEMS by Kiang Kang-Hu (Tr. by Witter Bynner) 
A Song of the Palace (CM 6415) . ................................................... .25 
Crossing the Han River (CM 6416) ................................................... . 20 
In the Quiet Night (CM 64 17) .......................................................... .20 
The Gold Threaded Robe (CM 6418) ................... . -........................ .25 

" Mennin ha• taken four exquiJite wisp• of Chin••• poetry In 
tranJiations by WiHer Bynner. The Engli•h iJ beautiful and 
Mennin ob1erve1 it• natural rh ythm• in Jlcilled accent•. His 
harmonic vocabulary i• refreshing, hi• contrapuntal manner 
re•ourceful without ever intruding." - Paul Hume, Noles. 

Larger Choral Works 
THE CHRISTMAS STORY 

(Cantata far Chorus of Mixed Voices, with Soprano and Tenor Solos, 
and Brass Quartet [2 Trumpets in C and 2 Trombones], Timpani, 
and Strings.) Vocal Score (0 3700) ...... ·--··--........................ 1.25 

" The music Is knowingly composed for voices In e#fedive 
counterpoint and c/eoncut rhythm• ... /11 final movement 
grew most e#fedively to a bright, almost ecstatic climax." 

-Carter Harman, New York Times 
THE CYCLE (Symphony No. 41 

(for Chorus o f Mixed Voices ond Orchestra) Vocal Score (0 3647) .... 2 .00 
" Vigorous, athletic, Ionic . •• It ha• a clear and Jimple feel· 

Piano Music 
FIVE PIANO PIECES 

Ing content, a clear rhetoric and a Justained energy •.. 
that are the marie of a strong, mu•lcal mind and a solid 
workman ... I don't thln/c I've ever heard a choral sym-
phony in which the vocal and instrumental forces were 10 
well equilibrated in the whole expreSJive achievement." 

-Virgil Thomson, New Yor/c Herald Tribune 

( 1. Prelude1 2. Aria1 3 . Varia tion-Canzana1 4 . Canto1 5. Toccata) 
(0 3712) ................. __ ....................... .......... - .............................. 2.00 

" Me nnin ha1 found for him1elf a fine keyboard language
eloquent and forceful ... the music a/together maintains an 
elevated charader and it• e#fediveneu on the concert sta ge 
Is auured." - Burrill Phillips, Note• 

••• from the CARL FISCHER Rental Library 
ORCHESTRAL WORKS 

Christmas Stary-<antata for Mixed Voices and O rchestra. 
Cycle-(Symphony No. 4) far Chorus and Orchestra 
Fift h Symphony (Study score in preparation) 
Concertato 

CHAMBER MUSIC 
String Quartet, No. 2 

BAND MUSIC 
Canzano for Band (Symphonic Bond) 

Recordings of PETER MENNIN Works 
Concertatcr-Americon Recording Society Orchestra, Hans Swarowslcy, Conductor 

American Recording Society ARS- 31 
String Q uartet No. 2-Jullliord String Quartet, Columbia Records Ml 4844 

CARL FISCHER. JNC. 
62 Cooper Square, New York 3 

16S West 57th St., New York 19 

252 Tremont Street, Boston 16 
306 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago 4 



Distinguished Piano Music of 

Sir Arnold Bax 
from the 

Chappell and Company Catalogue 

BURLESQUE . . . .60 
CEREMONIAL DANCE 1 .00 
A COUNTRY TUNE .60 
A HILL TUNE . .60 
LULLABY .60 
MEDITERRANEAN . .60 
0 DAME GET UP AND BAKE YOUR PIES 1.00 
PAEAN (Passacaglia) . . . . . . 1.00 
SERPENT DANCE • . . . . . . . 1 .00 
SLOW MOVEMENT OF CONCERT ANTE FOR LEFT HAND 1 .00 
SONATA # 1, F# Minor . 3.50 
SONATA #2, G • . • 3.00 
SONATA # 3, G# Minor. 3.50 
SONATA #4, G . . 3.00 
TOCCATA . . . . .75 
TWO LYRICAL PIECES 1 .00 
WATER MUSIC . . . 1 .00 

•THE DEVIL THAT TEMPTED ST. ANTHONY 
•HARDANGER • . . . 
•THE POISONED FOUNTAIN . 
• RED AUTUMN . . . • . 
•sONATA FOR TWO PIANOS. 

( •two copies needed for performance) 

2.00 
1.75 
1.75 
2.50 
4.50 

CHAPPELL & CO., INC. 
RKO Building, Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N.Y. 



• contempora ry mUSIC from mercury 

for piano: 
ELLIOTT CARTER 
THEODORE CHANLER 
JACQUES DE MENASCE 
ROSS LEE FINNEY 
RICHARD FRANKO GOLDMAN 
CHARLES E. IVES 
HUNTER JOHNSON 
LEON KIRCHNER 
ElliS B. KOHS 
ERNST KRENEK 
ROBERT KURKA 
MARCEL MIHALOVICI 
DARIUS MILHAUD 
VINCENT PERSICHml 
WALTER PISTON 
FRANCIS POULENC 
IGOR STRAVINSKY 
ALEXANDRE TCHEREPNIN 
VIRGIL THOMSON 

for voice a nd piano: 
ERNST BACON 
DAVID DIAMOND 
RICHARD FRANKO GOLDMAN 

FREDERIC HART 
CHARLES t IVES 

SERGIUS KAGEN 

DARIUS MILHAUD 

QUINCY PORTER 
FRANCIS POULENC 

NED ROREM 
VIRGIL THOMSON 
HUGO WEISGALL 

Piano Sonata .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3.00 
Toccata .. .. .. .... .. ...... .. .75 
Sonatina #3 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1.50 
Nostalgic Waltzes • • • • . • . . . . • . 1.50 
Aubades • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • . • • . 1.00 
Three Page Sonata.. .. .. .. .. .. 1.00 
Piano Sonata .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 2.50 
Little Suite for Solo Piano. .... .75 
Piano Variations .. .. .. .. .. .. • 1.25 
Eight Pieces for Piano.... .. • • • 1.00 
For the Piano .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1.50 
Ricercari .. • .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. 3.50 
Sonata #2 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2.50 
Variations for an Album . • . • • • . .75 
Passacaglia • • • • . • • . • . • • . • . . • .60 
Eight Nocturnes .. .. • .. .. .. .. 3.00 
Tango • • . • . • • . • • • • • • • . . • • . • . .60 
Chinese Bagatelles • • . • • . • . • • • 1.50 
Portraits, Four Albums ..•.. . ea. 2.00 

Quiet Airs .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2.00 
Brigid's Song .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .60 
My Kingdom .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .60 
Two Poems of William Blake.. . • .60 
Grass • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • .60 
Four Songs .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .75 
It Strikes Me That.. .. • • .. .. .. .75 
Drum • • • • . • • • . . . • • • . • . • • . • • .60 
I Think I Could Turn.. .. .. .. .. .60 
London • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • .60 
Memory, Hither Come......... .60 
Chants de Misere. . .. .. .. .. .. • 1.25 
Chants Populaires Hebraiques.. . 2.25 
Le Voyage d'Ete.. . .. .. .. .. .. • 2.25 
Music When Soft Voices Die.. .. .60 
Calligrammes .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 3.00 
Chansons Gaillardes • • . • • • • • • • 3.00 
Mazurka from 

Mouvements du coeur. . . . • • • .75 
The Lordly Hudson. • • . • • • • • . • • .60 
Pigeons on the Grass Alas..... . .60 
Soldier Songs .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 3.00 

For complete catalogs, write to: 

MERCURY MUSIC CORPORAT I ON 
47 West 63rd Street New York 23, N. Y. 



The ideas and techniques of a fresh, new approcah 
to music fuUy presented for the first time ••• 

THE 
JUILLIARD REPORT 

On Teaching the Literature 
and Materials of Music 

TO answer the scores of questions that have been asked 
about the curriculum in the Literature and Materials of 
Music, inaugurated at the Juilliard School of Music in 

1947, and to offer its own views of the way in which L & M 
works, the members of the L & M faculty of Juilliard have 
collaborated on the present report, based on the first five 
years of teaching at the school under the L & M plan. 

This comprehensive report discusses the guiding ideas 
and the operation of the program, best described by Juilliard's 

. President William Schuman as "organized flexibility." The 
goal of the new curriculum is to graduate mature performers 
and responsible members of the musical community. The 
arbitrary division of musical study into separate courses 
dealing with aspects of music theory has been replaced by an 
integration of all phases of theoretical and practical study. 

The L & M program postulates that the study of music 
itself, rather than "rules" or textbooks, is what gives insight 
into the art of music, into its techniques, and at the same 
time into its history and development. It emphasizes the dy
namic nature of music, the changing concepts that have 
shaped it, and lays utmost stress on the performing of the 
music in question as the ultimate test of knowledge and ac
complishment. 

THE JUILLIARD REPORT is must reading for all mu
sicians - educato1·s, pupils and performers alike. 

$3.00 at all bookstores 

Send for descriptive catalogue of BOOKS THAT LIVE IN MUSIC 

W. W. NORTON & COMPANY, Inc. 
101 Fifth Avenue • New York 3, New York 


